




î¬ôòƒè‹

Ü¡ð£˜‰î õ£êè˜è«÷!

àƒèœ Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ âƒèœ ÞQò ªð‡èœ Fù õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ. 

 åšªõ£¼ õ¼ìº‹ ñ£˜„ ñ£î‹ 8Ý‹ «îF¬ò ê˜õ«îê ªð‡èœ Fùñ£è‚ ªè£‡ì£® õ¼A«ø£‹. 
ªð‡èÀ‚°„ êñ àK¬ñ â¡ø Ý›‰î è¼ˆ¬î õL»Áˆî¾‹,  îƒèÀ‚° âFó£ù Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
è†´Šð£´è¬÷»‹ âF˜ˆ¶Š «ð£ó£®, êºî£òˆF™ îñ‚ªèù å¼ G¬ôò£ù îìˆ¬îŠ ðFˆ¶„ 
ªê¡ø ªð‡è¬÷‚ ªè£‡ì£´‹ ï£÷£è«õ Þ‰î ï£¬÷ ï£‹ è¼¶A«ø£‹.

Üõ˜è¬÷Š ðŸPò ²¬õò£ù îèõ™è¬÷ ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ ðA˜‰¶ ªè£œ÷ Þˆî¼íˆ¬î ï£‹ 
ðò¡ð´ˆF‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹. êºî£òˆF™ Üõ˜èœ ªî£ì˜‰¶ âF˜ªè£‡ì êõ£™èœ, eœõîŸ° 
õNJ¡P„ C‚Aˆ îMˆî G¬ô, ÝJÂ‹ «ñ«ô£ƒA â¿‰¶ ñŸøõ˜èÀ‚° å¼ â´ˆ¶‚è£†ì£è 
º¡«ùPò Mî‹ «ð£¡ø¬õ àí˜ˆ¶‹ è¬îè¬÷ ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ ðA˜‰¶ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.

îƒèœ ðœOJ™ ªð‡èœ Fùˆ¬î‚ ªè£‡ì£ì ã¶õ£è, ÞšMî› Cô õ°Šð¬ø õ÷ƒè¬÷ˆ 
î£ƒA õ¼Aø¶. ñ£íõ˜èœ ñA¿‹ õ¬èJ™, õ°Šð¬øJ«ô£ Ü™ô¶ è£¬ô õNð£†´‚ 
Ã†ìˆF«ô£ õ£CŠ¹ ºè£‹, ðìƒè¬÷ˆ F¬óJ†´‚ è£†´î™ «ð£¡ø Þ¡Â‹ ðô ªêò™ð£´è¬÷„ 
ªêŒòô£‹.

Ý˜õˆ¬îˆ É‡´‹ ð£ìˆF†ìƒèœ, õ£CŠ¹Š ªð£¼†èœ, õ°Šð¬ø õ÷ƒèœ «ð£¡ø ñŸø 
ð°FèÀ‹ F¬êñ£QJ™ Þì‹ªðŸÁœ÷ù. ÝCK¬ò èMî£, ªñ£N õ°ŠH™ ‘è¬î õ¬óðì‹’ â¡ø 
¸†ðˆ¬îŠ ðò¡ð´ˆF, Üî¡ ÜÂðõˆ¬î Þƒ«è â¿F»œ÷£˜. ÝCKò˜ è£˜ˆF«èò¡ ñŸÁ‹ 
²ð£SQ ÝAò Þ¼õ¼‹ ‘æ˜ ÝCKòK¡ ï£†°PŠ¹’ â¡ø ¹ˆîèˆ¬î õ£Cˆ¶ îƒèO¡ è¼ˆ¬î 
ï‹ºì¡ ðA˜‰¶œ÷ù˜. ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO °ö‰¬îèOì‹, º®ªõ´‚°‹ Fø¬ù «ñ¡ð´ˆî, 
ñ…²÷£ «îM â¡ø ÝCK¬ò õ£‚èOˆî™ â¡ø ¹¶¬ñò£ù º¬ø¬ò‚ ¬èò£‡´œ÷£˜. 
ñè£ô†²I â¡ø ÝCK¬ò, ñ£íõ˜èœ ªêŒ¶-èŸø™ º¬ø¬òŠ ðò¡ð´ˆF ÜPMò™ ð£ìˆ¬î‚ 
èŸø Mîˆ¬î â¿F»œ÷£˜.

Þ¬õ«ð£¡Á cƒèÀ‹ ð£ìˆF†ì‹, èŸø™-èŸHˆî™ è¼Mèœ «ð£¡øõŸ¬ø îƒèO¡ õ°Šð¬øJ™ 
ðò¡ð´ˆFò ÜÂðõƒè¬÷»‹ ªêò™ð£´è¬÷»‹ ¹Fò è¼ˆ¶‚è¬÷»‹ âƒèÀ‚° â¿F 
ÜÂŠ¹ƒèœ.

Ü´ˆî ÞîN™ ê‰F‚°‹ õ¬ó,

Ýù‰îñ£Œ õ£CŠ«ð£‹! Ý›‰î ¹Kî½ì¡ èŸHŠ«ð£‹!

F¬êñ£Q‚ °¿
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àœ÷ì‚è‹



Editorial

Dear Readers

Wish you all a happy women’s day! 

8th March is celebrated as International Women’s Day. This day is meant to reinforce the idea of 

equal rights for women and to celebrate women who have fought against all odds to leave their 

mark in society. 

Let us use this occasion to share these inspiring stories with our students – stories that teach us that while society continues to throw many challenges at them, they can not just find their way 
out, but rise above them to become shining examples for others.  

This issue carries with it some resources that you can use for celebrating women’s day in your 

school – you could use them for the morning assemblies, reading circles, movie screenings and 

any other activities that your students might enjoy.In the other sections of the magazine, you will find interesting lesson ideas, readings and resources 
for your classroom. Kavitha has shared her experience with story maps in the language class. 

Karthikeyan and Subashini have shared a review of “The Diary of a School Teacher”.  Manjula 

Devi has found a novel method to inculcate decision making skills in primary children using 

voting. Mahalakshmi has shared her experience of engaging her students in hands-on science 

activities. 

Do send us your experiences of trying out these ideas or any new ideas of your own too. 

Till next time

Happy reading! Happy Teaching!

               Team Thisaimaani
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ðœOJ«ô ªð‡èœ Fù‹

 å¼ ªî£ì¬ó„ ê†ªì¡Á Üõêóñ£è 

õ£C‚°‹ «ð£¶ Ãì Üˆªî£ì¼‚°œ 

ªð£F‰¶œ÷ IèŠªðKò C‰î¬ù 

õ£CŠðõ¼¬ìò ñùF™ ªñ™Lò æ˜ Ü¬ê¬õ 

ãŸð´ˆî‚ Ã´‹. ÜŠð®Šð†ì ¹è›I‚è 

å¼ ªî£ì˜î£¡ èMñE «îCè Mï£òè‹ 

Hœ¬÷J¡ “ñƒ¬èòó£Œ HøŠðîŸ«è ï™ô 

ñ£îõ‹ ªêŒFì «õ‡´ñ‹ñ£”âÂ‹ ªî£ì˜. 

1900èO™ «ñ¬ôï£´èO™ ªð‡èO¡ 

õ÷˜„C¬òŠ ðŸP MNŠ¹í˜¾ ãŸðìˆ 

ªî£ìƒAò¶. ªð‡ M´î¬ô, ªð‡ è™M, 

ñÁñí‹, êñ õ£ŒŠ¹, áFòˆF™ êñˆ¶õ‹, 

õ£‚èO‚°‹ àK¬ñ «ð£¡øõŸP™ ñ£ªð¼‹ 

¹ó†C ãŸðìˆ ªî£ìƒAò¶. Ü®Šð¬ì 

àK¬ñèÀ‚è£è Ýó‹Hˆî «ð£ó£†ì‹ 

Þ¡Áõ¬ó ªî£ì˜‰¶ ªè£‡´ î£¡ Þ¼‚Aø¶.

 Ýù£½‹, ªð‡èO¡ àK¬ñè¬÷Š 

ðŸP «ð²õîŸ°‹, êºî£òˆF™ ªð‡èÀ‚° 

Þ¡ù™èœ ãŸð†ì£½‹ ÜõŸ¬ø â™ô£‹ 

ªð£¼†ð´ˆî£ñ™ e‡ªì¿‰¶ ðô 

«ð£ó£†ìƒèÀ‚° Þ¬ì«ò ê£î¬ùè¬÷Š 

¹K‰¶‹ - ê£Fˆ¶‹ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø ªð‡è¬÷Š 

ðŸP‚ èô‰¶¬óò£ì  åšªõ£¼ õ¼ìº‹ 

ñ£˜„ ñ£î‹ 8Ý‹ «îF¬ò ê˜õ«îê ªð‡èœ 

Fùñ£è‚ ªè£‡ì£´A«ø£‹.

Þó£. è£˜ˆF«èò¡
è. ²ð£SQ
¶. êƒèó«îM 

ªð‡èœ Fù‹ ªè£‡ì´«õ£‹! êºî£òˆF™ 

îƒèO¡ îì‹ ðFˆî ªð‡è¬÷Š «ð£ŸÁ«õ£‹!!

L
e

sso
n

Id
e

a
s

Þó£. ï£è‹ñ£
«è£. ªð¼ñ£œ
Þó£. ¹wðõœO
M. Ü¡ðöè¡

 ªð‡èœ Fùˆî¡Á ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ 

Þ¬îŠðŸP‚ èô‰¶¬óò£ì ãŸø õNº¬øèœ 

Cô W«ö ªè£´‚èŠð†´œ÷ù. Þˆî¬èò 

èô‰¶¬óò£ì™èÀ‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù õ÷ƒèœ 

Cô õ°Šð¬ø õ÷Š¬ðJ™ (Resource Kit) 

àœ÷ù.

1.  õóô£ŸP™ ªð‡èœ

 ê£î¬ùŠ ªð‡è¬÷Š ðŸPò ¹ˆîèƒèœ, 

Üõ˜èœ è‡ì èù¾èœ, Üõ˜èœ ê‰Fˆî 

«ð£ó£†ìƒèœ, êºî£ò ïôÂ‚è£è Üõ˜èœ 

ÝŸPò ªî£‡´èœ ºîLòõŸ¬øŠ 

ðŸP ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ èô‰¶¬óò£ìô£‹. 

Þš¾¬óò£ì¬ôˆ îƒè÷¶ õ°Šð¬øJ«ô£ 

Ü™ô¶ è£¬ô‚Ã†ìˆF¡ õ£Jô£è«õ£ 

â´ˆ¶„ ªê™ôô£‹.

2.  Þô‚AòˆF™ ªð‡èœ

 æ÷¬õò£˜, ð£óFò£˜, ð£óFî£ê¡ «ð£¡«ø£˜ 

ªð‡¬íŠ ð£ó£†®»‹ ªð‡í®¬ñ‚° 

âFó£è¾‹, ªð‡µK¬ñ‚è£è¾‹, êñˆ¶õˆ¬î 

õL»ÁˆF»‹ ãó£÷ñ£ù ð£ì™èœ, èM¬îèœ, 

è¬îè¬÷ â¿F»œ÷ù˜. Üõ˜èO¡ 

C‰î¬ùè¬÷ ï£‹ Þ¡¬øò ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° 

ÜPºèŠð´ˆF â´ˆ¶¬ó‚è  Þ¶ å¼ êKò£ù 

î¼í‹.
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3. è†´¬ó Ü™ô¶ æMò‹ b†´î™

 ñ£íõ˜è¬÷ ‘â¡¬ù‚ èõ˜‰î å¼ 

ê£î¬ùŠ ªð‡ñE’ Ü™ô¶ ‘ªð‡èÀ‚è£ù 

ãŸøI° êºî£ò‹’ â¡ø î¬ôŠ¹èO™ 

è†´¬óò£è«õ£ Ü™ô¶ æMòñ£è«õ£ 

b†ì„ ªê£™ôô£‹. H¡ Þî¬ù õ°Šð¬øJ™ 

Ü™ô¶ ðœOJ™ ñŸøõ˜èO¡ ð£˜¬õ‚è£è‚ 

è£†CŠð´ˆF ¬õ‚èô£‹.

ñô£ô£

võ£ˆ ðœ÷ˆî£‚° î£Lð£¡ bMóõ£FèO¡ ¬èèO™ õ‰îHø° 

ÜƒA¼‰î 400 ªð‡èœ ðœOèœ å«ó ï£O™ ÍìŠð†ì¶. Üõ˜èO¡ 
MFº¬øè¬÷ eÁðõ˜è¬÷‚ è‡Í®ˆîùñ£è„ ²†´ˆ îœOù˜.

ÞŠð®Šð†ì ÅöL™, ÜƒA¼‰î 12 õò¶ CÁI ñô£ô£, HHC (BBC)

à¼¶ Þ¬íòî÷ˆF¡ õ¬ôŠÌ‚èO™, î£Lð£¡ ïìõ®‚¬èè¬÷ 
âF˜ˆ¶ â¿îˆ ªî£ìƒAù£œ.

“ðô˜ «ð¬òŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ ðòŠð´õ¶ à‡´. Cô˜ Cô‰FŠ Ì„C¬òŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ 
Ióœõ¶ à‡´. Ýù£™ ï£ƒè«÷£ ñQî˜è¬÷Š ð£˜ˆ¶ ðò‰«î£‹”, 
â¡ø ñô£ô£M¡ â¿ˆ¶‚è¬÷Š ð®ˆî àôAù¼‚°Š ªð¼‹ ÜF˜„C.

F™¬ôò£® õœOò‹¬ñ

ªî¡ ÝŠHK‚è£M™ Hø‰î îI›Š ªð‡ F™¬ôò£® õœOò‹¬ñ. î¡Â¬ìò Þ÷‹ õòF™, 
Þ‰Fò˜èÀ‚° âFó£è ÝƒA«ôò˜è÷£™ ÞòŸøŠð†ì ñQî àK¬ñ eø™èœ,  èÁŠ¹„ ê†ìƒèœ 
ºîLòõŸ¬ø âF˜ˆ¶ è£‰Fò®èÀì¡ Þ¬í‰¶ «ð£ó£®òõ˜. 
‘ªè£® Ãì Þ™ô£î å¼ ï£†®Ÿè£èõ£ «ð£ó£´Aø£Œ?’ â¡Á 
ªõœ¬÷ò¡  «è†ìîŸ°, “ªè£®J™ô£î â¡ ï£†¬ì å¼ 
ï£ì£è è¼î ñ£†¯˜èœ â¡ø£™, Þ«î£ - Þ¶î£¡ â¡ ï£†®¡ 
ªè£®”, â¡Á ð„¬ê, è£M ªõœ¬÷ õ‡íˆF™ Þ¼‰î î¡ 
«ê¬ôJ¡ º‰î£¬ù¬ò‚ ANˆ¶ ªè£®ò£è è£†®ò ióñƒ¬è. 
î¡Â¬ìò 16 õ¶ õòF™ àJ˜ cˆî Üõ˜ è£‰FJì‹  “â¡ 
ï£†®Ÿè£è âˆî¬ù º¬ø «õ‡´ñ£ù£½‹ àJ˜ ªè£´‚è 
ï£¡ îò£˜” â¡Á ÃPòõ˜.

4.  F¬óŠðì‹/ ÝõíŠðì‹/ °Á‹ðì‹

 ï‹¬ñ â¿„CÎ†ì‚Ã®ò ªð‡è¬÷Š 

ðŸPò º¿ c÷ ñŸÁ‹ °Á‹ðìƒèœ 

àœ÷ù. Þî¬ù àƒèœ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°Š 

F¬óJ†´‚è£†® Ü¬îŠðŸP ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ 

èô‰¶¬óò£ìô£‹. 

èô‰¶¬óò£ì™èÀ‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù õ°Šð¬ø õ÷ƒèœ Cô:

õóô£ŸP™ ªð‡èœ
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CŠ«è£ Þò‚è‹: 

Þñò ñ¬ôò®õ£óˆF™ àˆîóè£‡† ñ£GôˆF™ ªð‡è÷£™ ªî£ìƒèŠð†ì Þò‚è‹ î£¡ 

CŠ«è£ Þò‚è‹. ‘CŠ«è£’ â¡ø£™ ‘å†®‚ ªè£œ’ â¡Á ªð£¼œ. 1960™ Þ‰Fò Üó² ªð£¼÷£î£ó 

º¡«ùŸøˆFŸè£è‚ è£´èO™ Þ¼‰î ñóƒè¬÷ ãŸÁñF 

ªêŒòˆ ªî£ìƒAò¶. ñ¬ô¬ò îƒèÀ¬ìò õ£›õ£î£óñ£è‚ 

ªè£‡®¼‰î ªð‡èœ Þšõ£Á ñó‹ ªõ†´õFù£™ 

ñ‡íKŠ¹, Gô„êK¾ ñŸÁ‹ ªõœ÷Šªð¼‚° ãŸð†´, i´, 

ðJ˜èœ ñŸÁ‹ Môƒ°è¬÷ Þö‚è «ïK†ì¶. è£´èœ 

ÜN‚è õ¼«õ£Kì‹ ªð‡èœ å¡ÁÃ® ñóƒè¬÷‚ è†®‚ 

ªè£‡´ G¡Á ‘âƒè¬÷ ªõ†®M†´ H¡ ñóƒè¬÷ 

ªõ†®‚ªè£œÀƒèœ’ â¡Á ióñ£è «ð£ó£®ò Þ„ªêò™,, 

ï£´ º¿õ¶‹ å¼ Þò‚èñ£è ñ£Pò¶.

°JL»‹ «õ½ï£„Cò£¼‹:

1760- 1790 è£ô‚ è†ìˆF™ Cõèƒ¬è„ Y¬ñJ¡ Þó£Eò£è «õ½ 

ï£„Cò£˜ Ý†C ªêŒî£˜. Ü‚è£ô‚è†ìˆF™ ÝƒA«ôò¬ó 

âF˜ˆ¶‹ ñŸø Üóê˜è«÷£´ «ð£K†´‹ îƒèœ Þó£xòˆ¬î‚ 

è£Šð£Ÿø«õ‡®J¼‰î¶. ªð‡èÀ‚è£ù «ð£˜Šð¬ì¬ò ‘°JL’ â¡ø 

å´‚èŠð†ì êÍèˆ¬î„ ê£˜‰î å¼ªð‡ î¬ô¬ñJ™ à¼õ£‚°Aø£˜. 

°JL»‹ «õ½ï£„Cò£¼‹ Þ¬í‰¶ ªêò™ð´‹ «õ¬ôèœ õóô£ŸÁ 

º‚Aòˆ¶õ‹ õ£Œ‰îî£è Ü¬ñ‰¶œ÷¶.

ê£MˆFK ð£Œ Ì«ô:

«îCò Ü÷M½‹ ñè£ów®óˆF½‹ êÍè Y˜F¼ˆî Þò‚èˆ¬îˆ 

ªî£ìƒAò ºî¡¬ñò£ùõ˜èO™ Þ¼õ˜ «ü£Fó£š Ì«ô ñŸÁ‹ Üõó¶ 

ñ¬ùM ê£MˆFK ð£Œ Ì«ô. ªð‡èÀ‚°‹ î£›ˆîŠð†ìõ˜èÀ‚°‹ 

è™M ÜO‚°‹ ºòŸCJ™ Þõ˜èœ  «ñŸªè£‡ì Þ¡ù™èœ, 

Ü¬õè¬÷ Üõ˜èœ êñ£Oˆî Mî‹, êºî£òˆF™ ªð‡èO¡ 

e¶ FE‚èŠð†ì î¬ìè¬÷ à¬ìˆªîP‰î ê£¶˜ò‹ «ð£¡ø¬õ 

°PŠHìˆî‚è¬õ.
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Þô‚AòˆF™ ªð‡èœ

CÁIJ¡ «èœMèœ:

   

õƒè£÷ â¿ˆî£÷˜ ñý£v«õî£ «îM â¿Fò CÁè¬î¬òˆ î¿M 

â¿îŠð†ì °ö‰¬îèÀ‚è£ù è¬î. ‘ªñ£Œù£’ â¡ø ÝFõ£C„ CÁI 

â¿Š¹‹ ð™«õÁ Mîñ£ù «èœMè¬÷ Ü®Šð¬ìò£è‚ ªè£‡ì¶. 

õ£›Mò™, ²ŸÁŠ¹ø„ Åö™, ªî£N™ âù cÀ‹ Þ‚«èœMèœ 

°ö‰¬îèO¡ èŸø¬ôˆ É‡´õî£è Ü¬ñòŠªðŸÁœ÷¶.

²™îù£M¡ èù¾:

100 Ý‡´èÀ‚°º¡ «ðè‹ ªó£‚¬èò£ ê‚è£õ£ˆ ý§¬ê¡ â¿Fò 

°Áï£õL¡ å¼ ð°F. ªð‡èœ å¡Á «ê˜‰¶ è™MJ™ ß´ð†´ ¹¶¬ñò£ù 

àôèˆ¬îŠ, «ð£K™ô£î àôèˆ¬î, ÞòŸ¬è¬ò ñF‚°‹ àôèˆ¬î 

à¼õ£‚°‹ ºòŸC¬ò‚ èŸð¬ùò£è‚ è£†´Aø¶. Mõê£ò‹, Ýó£Œ„C, 

Mõ£î‹ âùŠ ªð‡èO¡ ªêò™ð£´ º¡ ñ£FKò£è M÷ƒ°Aø¶.

å÷¬õò£˜:

ÝˆF„Å®¬ò â¿Fò å÷¬õò£˜ ªî£ìƒA, ï‹ îI› êÍèˆF™ ðô 

ªð‡ð£Ÿ¹ôõ˜èœ ï‹¬ñ M†´ ñ¬ø‰î£½‹ Üõ˜èœ èM¬îè÷£è 

Þ¡Á‹ ï‹ºì¡ õ£›‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‚A¡øù˜. ÝˆF„Å® ªè£¡¬ø«õ‰î¡ 

ÝAò ð£ì™è¬÷‚ °ö‰¬îèœ èŸÁ‚ªè£œõ¶‹ «èœM «è†ð¶ñ£è 

Ü¬ñ‰¶œ÷¶ Þ‚è¬î. «ðó£CKò˜ Þ¡°ô£Š â¿Fò å÷¬õ ï£ìèˆ¬îˆ 

¶¬íò£è‚ ªè£‡´ õ®õ¬ñ‚èŠð†´œ÷¶.

º¬ì»‹ õ£›¾:

á˜I÷£ ðõ£˜ â¿Fò ‘º¬ì»‹ õ£›¾’ ï£õLL¼‰¶ °ö‰¬îèÀ‚è£è 

â´ˆ¶ â¿îŠð†ì ð°F. àì½¬öŠH™ ß´ð´‹ ªð‡èO¡ ðE, õ£›Mò™, 

àø¾ «î£ö¬ñ ÝAòõŸ¬ø ¬ñòŠð´ˆFò¶.  °ö‰¬îèœ õ£C‚°‹ õ¬èJ™ 

ªê¿¬ñŠ ð´ˆîŠð†´œ÷¶.
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ðì‚è£†Cèœ

ñô£ô£

võ£ˆ êñªõOJ™ 1997™ ªð‡  °ö‰¬îè¬÷„ ²¬ñò£èŠ 

ð£˜‚°‹ êÍèˆF™  Ü‚«ì£ð˜ ñ£î‹ Hø‰î£˜. ªð‡èÀ‚°‚ 

è™M èŸ°‹ àK¬ñ¬òˆ î´ˆî î£Lð£¡ Ü®Šð¬ì bMóõ£F 

Þò‚èˆ¬î âF˜ˆ¶Š «ð£ó£®ù£˜. Þî¡ è£óíñ£èˆ î£Lð£ù£™ 

Ió†ìŠð†´, ²ìŠð†´ àJ¼‚°Š «ð£ó£® àJ˜ H¬öˆî H¡Â‹ 

ñQî àK¬ñ‚è£èŠ, ªð‡èœ è™M‚è£èŠ «ð£ó£´‹ Þ¡¬øò 

êºî£òˆF¡ ióŠ ªð‡EŸ° àôè‹ «ï£ªð™ ðK² õöƒAò¶ 

å¡Á‹ Ý„êKòI™¬ô«ò!

ÝJû£ 

ÜP¾Š ðC»‹, ¶Á¶ÁŠ¹‹ Ý˜õº‹ I‚è å¼ ã¬ö„ CÁIJ¡ 

è¬î. «èœMèÀ‚° ï‹ è™M º¬øJ™ ÞìI¡¬ñ»‹, 

ÝCKò˜èO¡ ªð£ÁŠH¡¬ñ¬ò»‹ Üõ˜èœ ¬èò£À‹ 

º¬øè¬÷»‹, ï‹¬ñ àœ«ï£‚AŠ ðòí‹ ªêŒò ¬õ‚°‹ å¼ 

è¬î.

Ýƒ ê£¡ ÅA

Iò£¡ñ£˜ Þó£µõ ê˜õ£Fè£óˆF™ îˆîOˆî«ð£¶ 

ûùï£òè Ý†C«ò ñ‚èÀ‚° Ü®Šð¬ì àK¬ñ¬ò 

õöƒè º®»‹ â¡Á ÜP‰î ÅA ‘üùï£òè h‚ 

è†C¬òˆ ªî£ìƒAù£˜. Þ¼ð¶ Ý‡´èœ i†´„ 

C¬øJ™ Ü¬ì‚èŠð†´‹  è£‰FJ¡ ÜA‹¬ê õNŠ 

«ð£ó£†ìˆ¬î ¬èMì£ñ™ ªî£ì˜‰îõ˜. àôèˆî£™ 

ÜƒWèK‚èŠ ð†´, 2015 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ªð£¶ˆ «î˜îL™ 

Iò£¡ñ£K¡ î¬ôõó£è Ý†C¬òŠ H®ˆîõ˜. 

Mì£ºòŸC‚°‹, ñù àÁF‚°‹ àî£óíñ£è Fè¿‹ 

å¼ ªð‡, Ýƒ ê£¡ ÅA.
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«è£. ªð¼ñ£œ, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ï£õŸ°÷‹

Þó£. ¹wðõœO, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, î£í£‹ð£¬÷ò‹

M. Ü¡ðöè¡, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, î£ù‹ð£¬÷ò‹

Þó£. ï£è‹ñ£, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, î£í£‹ð£¬÷ò‹

¶. êƒèó«îM, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, Ü˜„Cõ£‚ªð†

è. ²ð£SQ, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, «ï£í£ƒ°Šð‹

Þó£. è£˜ˆF«èò¡ ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ïó‹¬ð
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Prior Knowledge• Addition of numbers up to 20.• Grouping Tens and Units.• Addition of zero with single digit numbers.
Objectives

Students should be able to• Add two digit numbers by drawing  
 representation of tens and ones with and  

 without regrouping.• Add zero to a number.• Observe the commutative property of  
 addition through patterns.• Solve addition problems presented through  
 pictures and verbal descriptions.• Describe orally the situation that correspond  
 to the given addition facts.• Estimate the result of addition and compares  
 the result with another given number.

Resources Used1. Beads/Colour tiles, Beads frame, Activity  
 sheets (balancing, dart, block) etc.,

ENGAGE 

Sum of Ten’s:

Teacher’s Activity 1:

It is the combination two or more number C. Sasikumar

BIRDS COME and GO

CBSE, Maths, Class - II, Unit - 14

L
e

sso
n

Id
e

a
s

Teacher will call out a number and children will 

group and then the teacher will ask “How many more do we need to make it 10’s?”
For e.g.: 27 to make it 30
Student’s Activity:  The student’s response will be 3.  Based on student’s response teacher will 
change the question. 

Assessment : The teacher writes few double 

digit numbers on the board and asks the students 

to write how many more they need to make it 10’s? .
EXPLORE

Picture card matching:

Teacher Activity 1: The teacher divides the class into 2 or 3 team 
and keeps few sets of picture card.  He tells a number and asks the students to find the sets of 
cards with the sum equal to that number.For e.g.: 22 
Student’s Activity:

+

12 10
=   22
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Assessment:

 The teacher assesses the students by seeing 

their group activities

Adding using beads

Teacher’s Activity 1:

 The teacher divides the class into two or 

three groups and gives them beads with sets of Tens and Ones.
For e.g.: Sum 23 and 34

Students’ Activity: Students will add Ones and Tens separately as shown below and find the sum of them as 57. (5 tens and 7 ones)

Base Ten Block Adding :

Teacher’s Activity 2: 

 The teacher gives an activity sheet as shown below and asks the students to fill the boxes.

Students’ Activity: Students fill the activity sheet by counting the Ten’s block and One’s block separately and if the One’s block gets more than 10, then that should 
be added to the Ten’s block.

EXPLAIN

Number line Addition:

Teacher’s Activity 1:

 The teacher draws a number line as shown 

below and explains about adding numbers using 

the number line as shown below

For eg. 1:  36 + 39 = 36 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 1 + 1 + 1 
+ 1 + 1 + 1+ 1 + 1 + 1

For eg. 2:  36 + 39 = 36 + 4 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 5
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Student’s Activity:

 The students have to do the addition using 

number line in the activity sheet.

Balancing Scale Addition :

Teacher’s Activity 2:

 The teacher gives an activity sheet as shown 

below and explains concept of balancing scale in 

addition.

Students’ Activity:

 The students will understand that both the 

pans should be equal, by adding the two numbers 

they get the sum of that numbers.

ELABORATE

Addition using Compensation Buckets:

Teacher’s Activity 1:

 The teacher writes some double digit 

numbers on the black board and explains how to 

make those numbers friendlier for addition.

For eg: 29 + 18• Removing 1 from 18 and make 29 as 30 and • Now we have 30, 10 and 7.• So the total is 30+10+7 = 47

Dart Addition :

Teacher’s Activity 1:

 The teacher gives an activity sheet as shown 

below and gives an idea how to do the addition.

Students’ Activity:

 The students will try to do the problem in the 

activity sheet.

EVALUATE

 Evaluation is carried out with the help of the 

given worksheets.

C. Sasikumar PST, GMS, Manapet
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Have you used a lesson idea published in Thisaimaani? We would love to hear from 

you. You could share your experience about how you tried the lesson in your class-

room. Please tell us about :

 The lesson objectives

 How did you introduce the topic?

 Classroom/exploration activities

 Sample of students’ classwork

 Assessment scheme Your reflections on the lesson
 Photos/videos of the lesson in progress

You can email us with a brief outline of your proposed article and one of us will get in 

touch with you. In case you need any support in your lesson planning or video docu-

mentation, please feel free to reach out to us. We are waiting to hear from you.

Try it…refine it…share it 

E-mail :

thisaimaani@azimpremjifoundation.org

9597776719 / 9500400446
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ð£ì «ï£‚èƒèœ

•	 îI›ªñ£N	 àôA™	 ªî£¡¬ñò£ù	 

 ªñ£N â¡ð¬î ÜPò„ ªêŒî™

•	 îI›	 ªê‹ªñ£Nˆ	 î°F¬òŠ	 ªðŸÁœ÷¶	 

 âšõ£Á âù ÜPò„ ªêŒî™

•	 îI›	 ñ‚èO¡	 è¬ô,	 è™M,	 èô£„ê£ó‹	 

 ñŸÁ‹ ÜPMò™ ¶¬øèO™ îI›  

 ªñ£NJ¡ CøŠ¬ðŠ ð‡¬ìò è£ô‹  

 ºî™ àíó„ ªêŒî™

•	 ªñ£NJ¡	 åL	 õ®õº‹	 	 õK	 õ®õº‹		 

 ªî£¡Á ªî£†´ ñ£P‚ªè£‡«ì   

 Þ¼Šð¬î ÜPò„ ªêŒî™

•	 ñ£íõ˜èœ	 îIN¡	 CøŠ¬ð»‹	 Üî¡	 

 ðö¬ñ¬ò»‹ ªð¼¬ñ¬ò»‹  

 àí˜õ¶ì¡ ªñ£N¬òŠ ð£¶è£ŠðF™  

 ªð¼¬ñ ªè£œ÷„ ªêŒî™.

•	 ¹Fò	õ£˜ˆ¬îèO¡	ªð£¼œ	àí˜î™

ß´ð´î™:

 ñ£íõ˜èOì‹ Üõ˜èO¡ õò¶, 

Üõ˜èO¡ ªðŸ«ø£˜, ð£†ì¡, ð£†® õò¶ 

ðŸP «èœM «è†ì™. ñ£íõ˜èœ “â¡ õò¶ 8”  

“â¡ î‰¬îJ¡ õò¶ 28” â¡Á ÃÁ‹ªð£¿¶, 

Ü¶ àù‚° âšõ£Á ªîK»‹  â¡ø Mù£¬õ 

â¿Š¹õ£˜ ÝCKò˜. ÜîŸ° ñ£íõ˜èœ 

«îQÂ‹ ÞQò ªñ£N, ªîM†ì£î ªê‰îI› ªñ£N... 
â‹ªñ£N îI›ªñ£N.....

âƒèœ ªðŸ«ø£˜ Íô‹ ÜP«õ£‹ â¡ø ðF™ 

ÜOŠð˜. ÞîŸ° ãî£õ¶ ê£¡Á  Þ¼‚Aøî£ 

â¡ø «èœM‚°„  Cô˜ “âƒèœ ªðŸ«ø£Kì‹ 

«è†´„ ªê£™A«ø£‹” â¡ø ðF«ô£, HøŠ¹ 

ðF«õ´ ðŸP ÜP‰F¼ŠH¡ “ÜîŸ° ðF¾ 

Þ¼‚Aø¶” â¡«ø£ ðFôO‚èô£‹. ºî™ ðF™ 

ÜO‚°‹ ªð£¼†®™, ãî£õ¶ å¼ ñ£íõK¡ 

ðF«õ†®¡ ïè¬ô‚ è£†®, “åšªõ£¼õ¼‹ 

Hø‚°‹ ªð£¿¶ ï£‹ ÜõK¡ HøŠ¬ðŠ ðF¾ 

ªêŒA«ø£‹. â¿ˆ¶ õ®õˆF™ ðF¾ ªêŒòŠ 

ð´õî£™ Þ¶ Ýî£óŠ Ì˜õñ£ù ªêŒF â¡Á 

ï£‹ ÜP‰¶ ªè£œA«ø£‹” â¡Á ÃÁõ£˜.

Ýó£Œî™:

ÝCKò˜ «ñ½‹ “Þ‰îŠ  ðF¬õŠ 

ðˆFóñ£è ¬õˆF¼‰î£™ âšõ÷¾ õ¼ì‹ 

Þ¼‚°‹?” â¡ø «èœM‚° ñ£íõ˜èœ 100, 

50, 25 «ð£¡ø ðF™è¬÷‚ ªè£´‚èô£‹. 

“è£Aîƒè¬÷  Cô õ¼ìƒè«÷ ð£¶è£‚è 

º®»‹ â¡ð¶ ï£‹ ÜP‰î«î.  Þ‰î Müò‹  

ðô ÝJó‹ õ¼ìƒèœ õ¬ó ÜNò£¶ Þ¼‚è 

«õ‡´‹ â¡ø£™ â¡ù ªêŒò «õ‡´‹?” 

â¡ø ÝCKò˜ Mù£ â¿Š¹õ£˜. ÜîŸ° 

ñ£íõ˜è¬÷ å¡Á Ã® «ò£C‚°ñ£Á 

ÃÁõ£˜. ÞîŸ° Üõ˜èœ, ªðKòõ˜èOì«ñ£  

ñŸø ÝCKò˜èOì«ñ£ «è†´ õóô£‹ â¡Á 

ÃÁõ£˜.

îIN¡ CøŠ¹èœ

õ. ²ñF
². îIöóC

êñ„Y˜ è™M, îI›, õ°Š¹ 3, ð¼õ‹ 3, ð£ì‹ 6
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M÷‚°î™:

ñ£íõ˜èœ î£ƒèœ «êèKˆî ªêŒFè¬÷Š 

ðA˜‰¶ ªè£œõ˜. Üõ˜èœ à«ô£èˆ 

îè´èO™, ð£¬øèO™, ðô è£ôˆFŸ° ÜNò£î 

ñóˆîè´èO™ â¿F ¬õ‚èô£‹ â¡Á ÃÁõ˜. 

ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èœ ð®‚°‹ ðœO 

â‰î õ¼ì‹ Fø‰¶ ¬õ‚èŠð†ì¶, ò£ó£™ 

Fø‰¶ ¬õ‚èŠð†ì¶ «ð£¡ø îèõ™èœ 

ÜìƒAJ¼‚°‹ è™ªõ†¬ì‚  è£†´õ£˜. 

Ü‰î‚ è™ªõ†´ ðô õ¼ìƒèÀ‚° 

ÜFL½œ÷ ªêŒF¬ò ñ‚èÀ‚° ÜO‚°‹ 

â¡Á ÃÁõ£˜. 

Þšõ£Á ïñ‚°Š  ð™ô£Jó‹ 

Ý‡´èÀ‚° º¡ ïì‰î Müòƒèœ 

Þ¶ «ð£¡ø è™ªõ†´èOL¼‰¶‹, ªêŠ¹ 

îè´èOL¼‰¶‹ ÜF™ ªê¶‚èŠð†ì 

â¿ˆ¶èOL¼‰¶ ªîKò õ¼Aø¶ â¡ð¬î 

àí˜ˆF,  ªñ£NJ¡ õKõ®õ‹ å¼ ªêŒF¬òŠ  

ðô î¬ôº¬ø¬ò»‹ î£‡® ÜPò àî¾Aø¶, 

ÞŠð®Šð†ì ðòÂœ÷ õKõ®õ‹ ªè£‡ì 

ªñ£NèO™ îI› ªñ£N»‹ å¡Á. Ü¶¾‹ 

2500 Ý‡´èÀ‚° º¡«ð îI› ªñ£N 

«î£¡Pò¶ ñŸÁ‹ Þó‡ì£Jó‹ õ¼ìƒèÀ‚° 

º¡ù«ó Cø‰î «ð„² ªñ£Nò£è¾‹ â¿ˆ¶ 

ªñ£Nò£è¾‹ Þ¼‰î¶. àôA™ 6000 ªñ£Nèœ 

«ðêŠð†ì£½‹ 3000 ªñ£NèÀ‚«è õKõ®õ‹ 

àœ÷¶. ÜF½‹ îI› ªñ£N, õìªñ£N, 

A«ó‚è‹, ôˆF¡, Yù ñŸÁ‹ qŠ¼  IèŠ 

ðö¬ñò£ù¶ â¡Á‹ â´ˆ¶¬óŠð£˜.  ÜîŸè£ù 

Ýî£óñ£è CŸðƒèœ, «è£J™ è™ªõ†´èœ, 

ªêŠ¹ ï£íòƒèœ, æ¬ô„²õ®èO¡ 

¹¬èŠðìƒè¬÷‚ è£†´õ£˜.

Þ¬íòˆ î÷ˆF™ H¡ õ¼‹ 

M®«ò£‚è¬÷ è£†´õ£˜. ÞF™ ó£û ó£û 

«ê£öQ¡ è™ªõ†´èœ â¡ù ªê£™A¡øù 

â¡ðî¡  M÷‚è‹ ÃøŠð†®¼‚Aø¶.

h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /watch?v=Ovq33jL3OVw
h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /watch?v=uK3hh9w0Yrw

î…¬ê ªðKò «è£ML¡ è™ªõ†´èœ ªêŠ¹ ï£íòƒèœ 

æ¬ô„ ²õ® 

ªêŠ¹ îè´èœ 
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MKõ£‚°î™:

ð¬ù æ¬ôè¬÷„  «êèKˆ¶ ñ£íõ˜èOì‹ 

ªè£´ˆ¶, Üõ˜è¬÷ Üõ˜èO¡ ªðò˜, 

Mô£ê‹ «ð£¡ø  ªêŒFèœ  æ¬ô„²õ®J™ 

ÝEò£™ â¿F ðF¾ ªêŒ¶, ¹ˆîèˆF¡ 

ï´«õ ¬õ‚°ñ£Á ÃÁõ£˜. ÜŠªð£¿¶ 

ñ£íõ˜èœ ¹œO ã¡ ¬õ‚è º®M™¬ô, 

Cô â¿ˆ¶‚èœ ã¡ â¿î º®òM™¬ô, 

Ü¬î âšõ£Á â¿îô£‹ «ð£¡øõŸ¬ø 

è‡´H®ˆ¶‚  ÃÁõ˜.

«ñ½‹ ªî£¡¬ñ, ªê‹ªñ£N «ð£¡ø 

ªê£ŸèÀ‚°Š  ªð£¼¬÷‚ è‡´H®‚è„ 

ªêŒ¶ ÜõŸ¬ø‚ ªè£‡´ õ£‚Aòƒèœ 

Ü¬ñ‚°ñ£Á ÃÁõ£˜.

ÿ óƒè‹ ÿ óƒèï£î ²õ£I «è£M™,è™ªõ†´èœ  

ªì£‹Ö˜ ªê£‚èï£î ²õ£I «è£M™ è™ªõ†´èœ 

ªî£‡Ç˜ °¬èJ™ A¬ìˆî îI› Hó£‹I â¿ˆ¶‚èœ (Í¡ø£‹ ËŸø£‡´ A.º.)
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Yù£M™ è‡ªì´‚èŠð†ì Yù ñŸÁ‹ îI› ªñ£öJ™ 
è™ªõ†´èœ (1281 A.H.)

².îIöóC, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, î£í£‹ð£¬÷ò‹

õ. ²ñF, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ÜKò£ƒ°Šð‹«ð†

êƒè è£ô ü‹¬ð îI› Hó£‹I â¿ˆ¶èœ 
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THEMES• Animals - Animal Habitats• Different Regions - Physical features
LEARNING RESOURCES• Masks of Animals• Flash Cards • Sentence Strips • Worksheet on Homophones 
EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES• Reads and comprehends the lesson• Vocabulary Enrichment (Word Building  
 Exercises)• Enacting the play • Appreciating the beauty of nature• Integrating the language skills
ENGAGE

Activity 1: "Speaking on a particular animal" Using the different masks of animals, the 
teacher asks the pupils to speak a few words 

about the animal.

Example: LION- I am called the "King of the Forest".

L
e

ss
o

n
Id

e
a

s THE SHIP OF THE DESERT

CBSE, English, Class – III, Unit - 10

Animals and their habitats, a dialogue P. Lakshmi

I am strong and all the animals are afraid of me.FOX- I am very clever.
I look like a dog.CAMEL: I am called the  "Ship of the Desert".
I have a very long neck and a hump on my back.

RABBIT: I am very small. 

I am usually white in colour.

I love to eat carrots.

MONKEY: I live on the branches of trees.

I jump from tree to tree.

I have a long tail.

TIGER: I am terrifying to look at. 

I have stripes on my body.

I am the national animal of India.

Activity 2: "Song on Camel and Lion"

 The teacher sings a small song on camel and 

lion. It is used for motivation purpose.

CAMEL SONGAlice the camel has 5 humps (3)So go Alice go!
Boom, boom, boom!Alice the camel has 4 humps (3)
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So go Alice go!
Boom, boom, boom!Alice the camel has 3 humps (3)So go Alice go!
Boom, boom, boom!Alice the camel has 2 humps (3)So go Alice go!
Boom, boom, boom!Alice the camel has 1 hump (3)So go Alice go!
Boom, boom, boom!Alice the camel has no humps (3)Cause Alice is a horse!
Source: www.songsforteaching.com

Lion rhyme

Lion roars very loudly,

He lives in the forest proudly,

Lion is the Jungle King A powerful being
Written By : P. Lakshmi

EXPLORE

Objective: To make the children understand the 

animals and their habitats before we go into the 

lesson. These series of activities will ensure that 

they understand the lesson when it is explained

Activity 1: "Who am I?"
 Before the game, the teacher cuts pictures of 

animals out of old magazines and pastes them on 

paper. Then she pins a picture with a safety pin 

to the back of each child's shirt. Then they all ask 

each other "Yes or No questions" such as "Do I swim in the ocean?", "Do I have feathers?", "Do I live in the jungle?" 
Activity 2: "Imitating the animal"

 The students pass out the animal stickers/ 

pictures. Children imitate the animals sticker 

they receive. This is a fun game and children 

learn about animals.

Activity 3: Teacher projects a chart with the 

animals and the habitat, the camel/desert, monkey/tree, fish/ocean, lion/ jungle, rabbit/
burrow, and whale/ocean. The children get to 

see where the animals live.

EXPLAIN

Activity 1: "Gist of the story"
 The teacher explains the story in simple words by enacting. A new words are displayed on it the 
blackboard.• MILES• SAND• THORNS• SHIP OF THE DESERT• KING OF THE FOREST
Activity 2: "Vocabulary Words" By showing the flash cards with new words 
and pictures on the backside, the teacher derives 

the meanings of new words. She asks them to 

highlight the new words on the textbook. The 

teacher displays sand and thorns to the children. A small cup filled with sand and a piece of thorn 
are shown to the children by bringing realia into 

the classroom.

SANDS MILES

THORNS
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Activity 3: "Role-play" 

 The teacher forms two groups and asks each 

group to take the roles of camel and lion each 

and tell the story in their own words. (Bilingual)

Activity 4: "Reading the Lesson"

 The teacher reads out the lesson with proper 

stress and pronunciation and on second reading, 

she asks the pupils to repeat after her. Individual 

and group reading is done after several stages of 

this reading practice.

Activity 5: "Enacting the Play"

 Two children are asked to wear the masks of 

Camel and Lion and enact the play. The teacher as well as the peers guide them. Other interested 
pupils are also given an opportunity to enact.

Activity 6: "Action Words"
 The teacher makes the pupils to do the 

following:• ROARING• FROWNING• SMILING• BLINKING
ELABORATE

Activity 1: "Forming new words"

 The teacher asks the pupils to make as many 

words as possible from the given words.FROWNING _________ ________ ________BLINKING __________ _________ ________WONDERINGLY __________ _________ _________
Many other words from the lesson could be given 

for practice.

Activity 2: "Matching the Animal Parts"

 The teacher makes the children to match the 

picture parts of the animals with their names.

  (Beak picture)  -    Beak

 (Tusk picture)  -    Tusk

 (Paw picture)  -    Paw

Activity 3: "Homophones"

 The teacher reads aloud the words which 

have same pronunciation but different spellings 

and writes them on the blackboard.

Example• I - Eye• See - Sea• Our - Hour Using the sentence strips she displays the 
sentences for each word (front and back).

Examples

I have a pencil. 

My left eye is hurt. 

Sea is very big. 

We can see with our eyes.Our teacher is kind. 

I will come within an hour.

Pictures could also be shown and students could 

guess the words.

Activity 4: "Writing task" From the picture on the textbook (page 106) 
the teacher encourages the pupils to write the 

story of two goats using simple sentences. She helps them in writing without flaws.
EVALUATE• Asks comprehension questions from the  
 lesson.
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• Divides the class into two teams. Makes each  
 team to enact any other interesting animal  

 play in the classroom.• Gives a worksheet on Homophones for  
 evaluation. 

HOMOPHONES

Can you circle the right word?

1. I want a plane / plain piece of paper.2. The ship has a sale/ sail.

3. The monkey swung by its tale / tail.4. The queen's reign / rein lasted long.5. Can you hear / here the sound?6. We have too / two ears.7. Take a piece / peace of paper.
8. Sea / see water is salty.9. The bus will come at ate / eight in the morning.10.There are seven days in a week / weak.

P. Lashmi, PST, GPS Moolakulam
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ñ¡ù˜ ñ¡ù¡ â¡Â‹ ð£ì‹ å¼ ï£ìè 

õ®M™ àœ÷¶. ÞŠð£ìˆF¡ õ£Jô£è 

ñ£íõ˜èO¡ àò˜G¬ô„ C‰î¬ùˆ 

Fø¡è¬÷ âšõ£Á õ÷˜Šð¶ â¡Á â‡EŠ 

ð£ìˆF†ìˆ¬î à¼õ£‚A«ù¡.

èŸHˆî™ «ï£‚èƒèœ

•		è¬îè¬÷	õ£Cˆ¶Š	¹K‰¶	ªè£œÀî™

•		Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹	 êññ£è	 ñF‚°‹	 

  ñùŠð£¡¬ñ¬ò õ÷˜ˆî™

ß´ð´î™

  ÝCKò˜ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°ˆ ªîK‰î ã«î£ 

å¼ è¬î¬ò‚ ÃP‚ªè£‡«ì è¼‹ðô¬èJ™ 

‘è¬î õ¬óðìˆ¬î’ (Story Map) õ¬óî™. 

ï£‹ «î˜‰ªî´‚°‹ è¬î ñ£íõ˜èO¡ 

C‰î¬ù¬òˆ É‡´õî£è Ü¬ñî™ ïô‹. 

ï£¡ ‘°óƒ°‹ ºî¬ô»‹’ â¡ø è¬î¬ò‚ 

ÃP‚ ªè£‡«ì, è¼‹ðô¬èJ™ è¬î 

õ¬óðìˆ¬î õ¬ó‰¶ º®ˆ«î¡.

è¬î ÃÁ‹ «ð£¶ ñ£íõ˜èOìI¼‰¶ 

«èœM‚ è¬íèœ õ‰¶ªè£‡«ì Þ¼‰îù. 

ÜõŸP™ Cô.

 1.  Môƒ°èœ ï‹¬ñŠ «ð£¡Á «ð²ñ£?

 2.  ï£‹ «ð²õ¬î Ü¬õèœ ¹K‰¶ ªè£œÀñ£?

². èMî£è¬î õ¬óŠðì‹ - õ£CˆîL™ ¹Kî¬ô ÜP»‹  å¼ »‚F

 3.   Ü¬õèÀ‚° ÝƒAô‹ ªîK»ñ£? (ï£¡  

  ‘Hai’ â¡ø õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò‚ ÃPò«ð£¶) 

 4.   ºî¬ô‚° âšõ£Á è™ò£í‹ ïì‰î¶?

 5.   ºî¬ô‚° ñ¬ùMÃìõ£ Þ¼‚°‹?

   ‘è¬î õ¬óðì‹’ â¡ø õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò Þ¡Â‹ 

ï£¡ ÜPºèŠ ð´ˆî«õ Þ™¬ô. Üõ˜èÀ‹ 

Ü¬îŠðŸP «è†è¾‹ Þ™¬ô. å¼ ñ£íM¬ò 

â¿ŠH è¼‹ðô¬è¬òŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ Þ‚è¬î¬ò‚ 

ÃÁñ£Á «è†«ì¡. ÜõÀ‹ åšªõ£¼ 

ð°Fò£èŠ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡«ì è¬î¬ò‚ ÃP 

º®ˆî£œ. Hø° «õÁ Þó‡´ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‹ 

Ãø M¼‹Hù˜. Üî¬ùò´ˆ¶ Ü¬ùõ¼«ñ 

¬è É‚Aù˜. «ïóI™ô£îî£™ Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ 

õ£ŒŠ¹ ªè£´‚è º®òM™¬ô. 

  ñ¡ù˜ ñ¡ù¡ ð£ìˆ¬î â´ˆ¶‚ è£†®, 

ï£¬÷ Þ‰îŠ ð£ìˆ¬îŠ ð®‚èŠ «ð£õî£™, 

i†®™ å¼º¬ø õ£Cˆ¶ õ¼ñ£Á ÃP«ù¡. 

ï£¬÷ GèöM¼‚°‹ °¿õ£CŠHŸ° ÞŠðJŸC 

ñ¡ù˜ ñ¡ù¡

êñ„Y˜ è™M, îI›, õ°Š¹ 4, ð¼õ‹ 3, ð£ì‹ 6
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àî¾‹. Ü¶ñ†´I¡P, ÜŠð£ìˆ¬îŠ ð®ŠðF™ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° æ˜ Ý˜õ‹ à‡ì£°‹. 

õ£C‚èˆ ªîKò£î ñ£íõ˜èœ Ãì ðìƒè¬÷Š 

ð£˜ˆ¶‚ è¬î¬ò ÎAˆ¶ õ¼õ˜ â¡ð¶ â¡ 

â‡í‹.

Ýó£Œî™

   ñ£íõ˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ Ýõ½ì¡ 

è£ˆF¼‰îù˜. Üõ˜èœ è‡º¡«ù, 

è£ôEèœ, º®F¼ˆ¶ðõ˜, ¶Š¹ó¾ˆ 

ªî£Nô£O, ñ£ŸÁˆFøù£O, º®Å†´Mö£ 

«ð£¡ø ¹Fò õ£˜ˆ¬îè¬÷ IèŠ ªðKòî£Œ 

â¿F, ðìƒèÀì¡ õ°Šð¬øJ™ å†®«ù¡. 

ÜŠðìƒè¬÷Š ðŸP«ò£, õ£˜ˆ¬îè¬÷Š 

ðŸP«ò£ â‰î å¼ à¬óò£ì¬ô»‹ 

Gè›ˆîM™¬ô.

  ñ£íõ˜èœ °¿‚è÷£è Üñ˜‰¶, ð£ìˆ¬î 

õ£Cˆîù˜. Üšõ£Á ñ£íõ˜èœ õ£C‚°‹ 

«ð£¶ å¼ °¿ ñ†´‹ è¬î õ¬óðìˆ¬î»‹ 

«ð£†´‚ªè£‡«ì õ‰îù˜. Ü¬î ï£¡ 

è£í£î¶ «ð£ô«õ ï®ˆ«î¡.

  õ£CŠ¹ º®‰î¾ì¡ Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ Ü¬öˆ¶‚ 

è¬î õ¬óðìˆ¬îŠ ðŸP M÷‚A«ù¡. ñ£FK 

õ®õƒè¬÷„ CPò î£œèO™ â¿F, ñ®ˆ¶Š 

«ð£†«ì¡. åšªõ£¼ °¿¾‹ å¼ Y†¬ì 

â´ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡ìù˜. e‡´‹ îñ¶ °¿‚èO™ 

Üñ˜‰¶, è¬î õ¬óðìˆ¬î õ¬ó‰îù˜.

  Þ„ªêò™ð£´ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°Š ¹Fò¶ 

â¡ðî£™, “àƒèÀ‚° â¡ù ªêŒò 

«õ‡´‹ â¡Á ¹K‰îî£? e‡´‹ å¼º¬ø 

ªê£™ô†´ñ£?” â¡øîŸ°, Ü¬ùˆ¶ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‹ å¡Á «êó, “Iv, «ïˆ¶ 

ªè£óƒ° èî ªê£™½‹ «ð£¶ cƒè «ð£˜´ô 

õó…Zƒè«÷ Ü¶î£«ù Iv? âƒèÀ‚°ˆ 

ªîK»‹ Iv” â¡øù˜.

  Ü¬ùˆ¶‚ °¿¾«ñ âù¶ àîMJ¡P 

è¬î õ¬óðì‹ «ð£†ì¶ âù‚° MòŠð£è«õ 

Þ¼‰î¶. ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°‚, è¬ìCò£è 

õ¼‹ õ£JŸè£õô¡ ñŸÁ‹ Þ÷õóêQ¡ 

à¬óò£ì¬ô„ ²¼‚A story map™ â¿îˆ 

ªîK‰F¼‚èM™¬ô. Üîù£™ Üõ˜è¬÷Š 

¹ˆîèˆ¬î Í®M†´ îƒèÀ‚° â¡ù 

¹K‰F¼‚Aø«î£ Ü¬î ñ†´‹ â¿î„ 

ªê£¡«ù¡.

  °¿õ£CŠH™ âù‚° å¼ ê‰«îè‹ 

Þ¼‰¶ªè£‡«ì Þ¼‰î¶. ªð£¶õ£è 

ñ£íõ˜èœ õ£C‚°‹ «ð£¶, ¹Fò 

õ£˜ˆ¬îèÀ‚° â¡Qì‹ õ‰¶ ªð£¼œ 

«è†ð˜ â¡¬ù õ£Cˆ¶‚ è£†ì„ ªê£™õ˜. 

Ýù£™ Þ¡Á Ü¶ Gèö M™¬ô. ºî™ ï£œ 

i†®«ô«ò õ£Cˆ¶M†´ õ‰îî£? õ‡íŠ 

ðìƒèœ G¬ø‰î è¬î â¡ðî£ô£? êè 

ñ£íõ˜èOìI¼‰¶ õ£˜ˆ¬î à„êKŠ¬ð»‹ 

ªð£¼¬÷»‹ ÜP‰îùó£ Ü™ô¶ è¬îJ¡ 

«ð£‚¬è‚ ªè£‡´ ªð£¼÷K‰îùó£? 

Üšõ£ªøQ™ à„êKŠ¹? ²õK™ å†®ò ðì 

Ü†¬ìè÷£? Þ™¬ô ¹Kò«õ Þ™¬ôò£? 

õ£˜ˆ¬îèœ ¹Kò£î «ð£¶ è¬î¬òŠ ¹K‰¶ 

è¬î õ¬óðìˆ¬î à¼õ£‚Aò¶ âšõ£Á?

  ÞîŸ°«ñ™ â¡ù£™ ªð£ÁˆF¼‚è º®ò£¶. 

Üõ˜èOì«ñ «è†´ M†«ì¡. å¼õ¡ ²õK™ 

Þ¼‰î ðìˆ¬î‚ è£†®ù£¡; ñŸªø£¼õ¡ 
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î¡ «î£N¬ò‚ è£†®ù£¡; «õªø£¼ˆF, “Iv, 

ñA›„C¡ù£ ê‰«î£ü‹; ÜèñA›„C¡ù£ 

ªó£‹ð ê‰«î£ü‹ Iv” â¡ø£œ â¬î«ò£ 

è‡´H®ˆî ªð¼IˆîˆF™. ‘ñA›„C’ â¡ø 

õ£˜ˆ¬îJ¡ ªð£¼œ ¹K‰îî£™ ‘Üè‹’ 

â¡ð¬î ñ†´‹ M÷‚A«ù¡.

 M÷‚°î™

  åšªõ£¼ °¿¾‹ îƒèO¡ ð¬ìŠ¬ð 

õ°ŠH™ ðA˜‰¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. Üõ˜èO¡ 

¹Kî¬ô ÜPò¾‹ C‰î¬ù¬òˆ É‡ì¾‹ 

Þ¬ìJ¬ì«ò Mù£‚è¬÷ â¿ŠH«ù¡. 

Ü¬ùˆ¶‚ °¿¾‹ êKò£ù ðF¬ô«ò 

ÜOˆîù. ï£¡ Þ¡Â‹ ð£ìˆ¬î 

M÷‚èM™¬ô â¡ðî£™ ò£¬ó»‹ °PŠH†´‚ 

«è†èM™¬ô.

  Hø° ð£ìˆ¬î àKò ãŸø Þó‚èˆ«î£´‹ 

à„êKŠ«ð£´‹ õ£Cˆ«î¡. ð£ìˆ¬î ï£¡ 

ïìˆF«ù¡ â¡Á ÃÁõ¬îMì Üõ˜èO¡ 

¹Kî¬ô ÜPò «èœMè¬÷ ñ†´«ñ «è†«ì¡.

  åšªõ£¼ ñ£íõó£è õ£C‚°‹ «ð£¶ Þ¡Â‹ 

Cô ñ£íõ˜è÷£™ õ£C‚è ÞòôM™¬ô 

â¡ð¶ ªîOõ£è«õ ªîK‰î¶. Ýù£™ 

Üõ˜èœ îƒèO¡ ªê£‰î õ£˜ˆ¬îè¬÷ 

Ýƒè£ƒ«è «ê˜ˆ¶Š ð®ˆîù˜. «õÁ Cô 

ñ£íõ˜èœ ªîK‰î è¬î â¡ðî£™ IîePò 

ï‹H‚¬èò£™ õ£CˆîL™ H¬ö ãŸð†ì¬î‚ 

Ãì Üõ˜èœ èõQ‚èM™¬ô.

MKõ£‚°î™:

  ñ£íõ˜èOì‹, “àƒèO¡ ï‡ð˜è¬÷Š 

ðŸP ÃÁƒèœ; ï™ô¶ ªè†ì¶ â¡Á 

â¶õ£è Þ¼‰î£½‹ ðóõ£J™¬ô” â¡«ø¡. 

åšªõ£¼õ¼‹ îˆî‹ ï‡ð˜è¬÷Š ðŸP‚ 

ÃPù˜. å¼CôõŸ¬øˆ îMó ªð¼‹ð£½‹ 

ï™ô¬õè¬÷«ò ÃPù˜.

  ¶‡´‚ è£AîƒèO™ ð£ìˆF™ õ¼‹ 

èî£ð£ˆFóƒèO¡ ªðò¬ó â¿F ñ®ˆ¶Š 

«ð£†«ì¡. åšªõ£¼ °¿¾‹ å¼ è£Aîˆ¬î 

â´ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡´ æ®„ ªê¡Á °¿M™ 

Üñ˜‰îù˜.

  “°¿M™ Üñ˜‰¶ â¡ù ªêŒòŠ «ð£Al˜èœ? 

ï£¡ å¡Á‹ ÃøM™¬ô«ò?” â¡Á «è†«ì¡. 

“cƒè âƒè Hó‡´ ðˆF ªê£™ô„ ªê£¡mƒè 

Þ™ô Ü¶ ñ£FK Þ‰î Y†´ô Þ¼‚°øõƒè 

ðˆF ï£ƒè «ðC†´ ÜŠ¹ø‹ â¿îÂ‹. Üî£«ù 

Iv?” â¡øù˜. â¡ù å¼ C‰î¬ù? âˆî¬èò 

¹Kî™? Üê‰¶ «ð£«ù¡. ä‰¶ GIìƒèO™ 

Þó‡´ °íƒè¬÷ â¿Fõ‰îù˜.

  ÞîŸA¬ìJ™ å¼ ñ£íM õ‰¶ ï‡ð˜èœ 

â¡Á â¿FJ¼Šð¶ âƒèO¡ ï‡ð˜è÷£? 

Ü™ô¶ Þ÷õóêK¡ ï‡ð˜è÷£? â¡ø£œ. 

ªêò™ð£†¬ì M÷‚°‹ «ð£¶ èõùñ£è¾‹ 

ªîOõ£è¾‹ Ãø«õ‡´‹ â¡Á àí˜‰«î¡.

  ñ£íõ˜èœ îƒèœ °¿‚èO¡ Mõ£Fˆî¬î 

ñŸø ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ ðA˜‰¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. 

°¿: 1 - ï‡ð˜èœ

°¿: ï‡ð˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ï™ôõ˜èœ.  

   Üõ˜èœ ªð£Œ «ðê ñ£†ì£˜èœ.  

   âŠ«ð£¶ ð£êñ£è Þ¼Šð£˜èœ.

ÝCKò˜:âîù£™ Üõ˜è¬÷ ï™ôõ˜èœ  

   â¡Á ÃÁAl˜èœ?

°¿: õ£JŸè£õô¡ î´ˆ¶ GÁˆFù£¡.  

   Ýù£™ Üõ˜èœ ê‡¬ì «ð£ìM™¬ô.
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°¿ 2 - Þ÷õóê˜

°¿: Þ÷õóê˜ ï™ô °íº¬ìòõ˜.

ÝCKò˜: âîù£™ ÜŠð®„ ªê£™Al˜èœ?

°¿: Üó‡ñ¬ùJL¼‰¶ ªõO«ò õ‰¶  

   ï‡ð˜èÀ‚è£è «ðCù£˜.  ï‡ð˜èÀì¡  

   Ü¡ð£èŠ «ð²Aø£˜.

°¿ 3 - Üóê˜

°¿: Üóê˜ CøŠð£ùõ˜, Ü¡ð£ùõ˜, àîM  

   ªêŒðõ˜. ã¬ö, ðí‚è£ó˜ â¡Á          

   ð£˜‚è ñ£†ì£˜. â™«ô£¬ó»‹ êññ£èŠ  

   ð£˜Šð£˜

ÝCKò˜:Üóê˜ â™«ô£¬ó»‹ êññ£èŠ  

   ð£˜Šð£˜ â¡Á â¬î ¬õˆ¶‚  

   ÃÁAl˜èœ?

°¿: Þ÷õóê¡ î¡ ï‡ð˜èÀ‚è£Š «ðCò  

   «ð£¶, Üóê¼‹ Ü¬î åˆ¶‚ ªè£‡ì£˜.

°¿ 4 - õ£JŸè£Šð£÷¡

°¿: ï‡ð˜è¬÷ ÜõñKò£¬î ªêŒî£˜.  

   ã¬ö, ðí‚è£ó˜ â¡Á MˆFò£ê‹                   

   ð£˜ˆî£˜.

ÝCKò˜: ÜõñKò£¬î â¡ø£™ â¡ù?

°¿M™ (å¼ ñ£íM) : F†´õ¶. 

ÝCKò˜: Þ‰î õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò ï£‹ 

Þ¶õ¬ó ð®ˆîF™¬ô«ò! àù‚° âŠð®ˆ                    

ªîK»‹?

ñ£íM:  ï£¡ âƒ«è«ò£ «è†®¼‚A«ø¡.

ÝCKò˜:  âƒA¼‰¶?

ñ£íM:  ë£ðè‹ Þ™¬ô (CP¶ «ïóˆFŸ°Š  

  Hø°)

ñ£íM:  ªî£¬ô‚è£†Cˆ ªî£ì˜ å¡P™  

  «è†®¼‚A«ø¡. 

ÝCKò˜:  Ü‰î õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò‚ è¼‹ðô¬èJ™  

  â¿¶Aø£ò£?

(ñ£íM õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò â¿¶Aø£œ, H¬öJ¡P)

ÝCKò˜:  âšõ£Á H¬öJ¡P â¿Fù£Œ?

ñ£íM:  õ£˜ˆ¬î¬ò e‡´‹ e‡´‹  

  ªê£™LŠ ð£˜ˆ«î¡. Hø°  

  â¿F«ù¡.

   å¼ ÝCKò¼‚° ñùG¬ø¬õˆ îó 

Þ¬îMì «õªø¡ù «õ‡´‹. ñ£íõ˜èœ 

õ°Šð¬ø¬òˆ îƒèœ õ£›‚¬è«ò£´ 

Þ¬í‚°‹ «ð£¶ èŸø™ Üõ˜èÀ¬ìòî£è 

ñ£PM´Aø¶.

èî£ð£ˆFó õ¬óðì‹ (Character Mapping):

  è¼‹ðô¬èJ™, èî£ð£ˆFó õ¬óðìˆF¡ 

ñ£FK å¡¬ø„ ªêŒ¶ è£†®«ù¡. ñ£íõ˜ 

åšªõ£¼õ¬ó»‹ îQˆîQò£è õ¬óò„ 

ªêŒ«î¡. 

àÁFªñ£N â¿¶î™:

  ÞŠð£ì‹ õ£Jô£èˆ î£ƒèœ ¹K‰¶ 

ªè£‡ì¬î àÁFªñ£Nò£è â¿î„ ªêŒ«î¡. 

Ü¬ùˆ¶ ñ£íõ˜èÀ«ñ “Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ 

êññ£èŠ ð£˜‚è «õ‡´‹” â¡«ø 
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â¿FJ¼‰îù˜.

ñFŠd´

  ªè£´‚èŠð†ì ðEˆî£¬÷ (Resource 

kit ™ Þ¬í‚èŠð†´œ÷¶) Ü¬ùˆ¶ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‹ º¿¬ñò£èŠ õ£Cˆîù˜. 

Þ¼õ¬óˆ îMó ñŸø Ü¬ùõ¼«ñ êKò£ 

è¼ˆ¬î«ò â¿FJ¼‰îù˜.

  â¿ˆ¶ŠH¬ö Þ¼‰î¶. Ý„êKò‹ 

â¡ùªõQ™ â¬î‚ ªè£´ˆî£½‹ 

õ£C‚A¡øù˜. ªê£™õ¶ â¿¶î™, õ°Š¹ˆ 

«î˜¾ «ð£¡øõŸP½‹ ï¡ø£è â¿¶Aø£˜èœ. 

Ýù£™ ªê£‰îñ£è â¿¶‹ «ð£¶ â¿ˆ¶Š 

H¬ö ÜFèñ£è Þ¼‚Aø¶.

  Þ¶ âù‚è£ù ñFŠdì£è«õ è¼¶A«ø¡. 

Þ‚°¬øð£´è¬÷‚ è¬÷õF™ ï£¡ 

â´ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ ºòŸCèO™ «ñ½‹ 

º‹ºóñ£è„ ªêò™ðì Ýòˆîñ£A«ø¡.

ªêò™F†ì‹

  ð£ìŠ¹ˆîèˆF™ ªè£´‚èŠð†´œ÷ 

ªêò™F†ìˆ¬î i†´Š ð£ìñ£è‚ 

ªè£´ˆF¼‚A«ø¡. «î¬õò£ù îèõ™è¬÷„ 

«êèKˆî H¡ ñ£íõ˜èœ èî£ð£ˆFó 

õ¬óðìñ£è«õ£, ï£ìèñ£è«õ£ Ü™ô¶ 

²õªó£†®ò£è«õ£ õ°ŠH™ ðA˜‰¶ 

ªè£œ÷ô£‹.

  ÞŠð£ìˆF†ìˆF™ ‘è¬î õ¬óðì‹’ â¡ø 

õ£CŠH¡ ¹Kî¬ô ÜP‰¶ ªè£œÀ‹ å¼ 

»‚F¬ò‚ ¬èò£‡®¼‚A«ø¡. Ü¬îŠ ðŸPò 

M÷‚èˆ¬î‚ W«ö è£íô£‹.

è¬î õ¬óðì‹ 

õ£CŠH¡ ¹Kî¬ô ÜP»‹ »‚F

  ‘è¬î õ¬óðì‹’ â¡ð¶ å¼ è¬î¬ò«ò£ 

Ü™ô¶ ¹ˆîèˆ¬î«ò£ õ¬óðìñ£è ñ£ŸÁõ¶. 

Þ¶ ñ£íõ˜èO¡ èŸø¬ô âO¬ñò£‚°Aø¶. 

è¬îJ™ õ¼‹ èî£ð£ˆFóƒèœ, è¬îJ¡ 

Ü¬ñŠ¹, Ü¬ñ‰¶œ÷ êõ£™èœ, ÜõŸPŸè£ù 

b˜¾èœ «ð£¡øõŸ¬ø ñ£íõ˜èœ 

Ýó£Œ‰¶ ÜP»‹ «ð£¶ Ý›‰î ¹Kî™ 

ãŸð´Aø¶. Þšõ¬óðìƒèœ ðôõ¬èò£ù 

õ®õ Ü¬ñŠ¹èO™ àœ÷ù. è¬îJ¡ 

Ýó‹ð‹, ¬ñò‚è¼ˆ¶ º®¾ ÝAò Í¡Á‹ 

õ¬óðìˆF¡ Ü®Šð¬ìè÷£°‹. ñ£íõ˜èO¡ 

õò¶‚° ãŸøõ£Á õ¬óðìˆF¡ è®ùˆî¡¬ñ 

ÜFèK‚°‹.

 Þ‰î »‚F¬òŠ ðò¡ð´ˆ¶õî£™ â¡ù 

ðò¡?

•			ñ£íõ˜èO¡	¹Kî™	«ñ‹ð´Aø¶.

•				è¬îJ¡	 ÃÁè¬÷ˆ	 ªîOõ£è	 ÜPò,	 

    ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°Š ðòÂœ÷ å¼  

    è†ì¬ñŠð£è M÷ƒ°Aø¶.

•				ñ£íõ˜èO¡	 èŸø™	 FøÂ‚°	 ãŸøõ£Á	 

    è†ì¬ñŠ¹è¬÷ˆ «î˜‰ªî´ˆ¶ ªè£œ÷ô£‹

è¬î õ¬óðì‹ îò£Kˆî™:

•				ÝCKò˜	 å¼	 è¬î¬òˆ	 «î˜‰ªî´ˆî™.	 

    ÜF™ àœ÷ º‚Aò ð°Fè¬÷  

    Ü¬ìò£÷‹ è£µî™

•		 	ÝCKò˜	 è¬î¬ò	 ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚è£è	 

   õ £ C ˆ î ™ ; è ¬ î ¬ ò ‚ Ã Á î ™ ;  

   ¬ñò‚è¼ˆ¬î»‹ ÜF™ õ¼‹  

   èî£ð£ˆFóƒè¬÷»‹ ñ£íõ˜è«÷£´  

   Mõ£Fˆî™.

•				ñ£íõ˜èœ	 è¬î¬ò	 õ£Cˆî™;	 

    è¼ˆ¶‚è¬÷Š ¹K‰¶ ªè£œÀî™.

•				ÝCKò˜	 ‘è¬î	 õ¬óðìˆ¬î’	 
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². èMî£, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ñíªõO (Ü) 

   ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°   ÜPºè‹       

  ªêŒî™;  õ¬óðì‹ ªêŒ»‹ 

  º¬ø¬òŠ  ðJŸÁMˆî™.

•			GóŠðŠðì£î	 ñ£FK	 õ¬óðìˆ¬î	 

   ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ÜOˆî™

•			ñ£íõ˜èœ	 è¬î	 õ¬óðì‹	 îò£Kˆî™.	 

   ÝCKò˜, «î¬õŠð´‹ î¼íƒèO™  

   àî¾î™

•				åšªõ£¼õ¼‹	 îò£Kˆî	 õ¬óðìƒè¬÷	 

    ñŸøõ¼ì¡ ðA˜‰¶  

   ªè£œÀî™.  õ¬óðìˆ¬î «ñ‹ð´ˆî,  

    ñŸøõ˜èœ  Ý«ô£ê¬ù î¼î™.

•			ñ£íõ˜	õ¬óðìˆ¬î„	Y˜F¼ˆî‹	ªêŒî™.
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Learning Objectives• To familiarize children with the language,  
 primarily through spoken input in meaningful  

 situations. (Teacher Talk)• To develop their oral and written skills  
 through print rich environment • To help children comprehend spoken &  
 written language through minimum use of  

 home language, gestures, single word  

 questions and answers • To help them understand and use the   conjunctions “and”  & “or” in context and in  
 meaningful situations

 The arrangement of the benches in the 

classroom should be in a square shape so that 

all the children get to see the books easily. This 

arrangement will ensure that there is space 

created in the middle of the class for conducting 

many group activities and all the children get 

equal opportunity

L
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s Going to Buy a Book

CBSE, English, Class – IV, Unit - 9

Love books and developing an interest to-

wards reading.
D. Hemamalini    

Song with action

 The teacher sings the rhyme to tune for the 

children to enjoy

Read to Me

Read to me riddles and read to me rhymes

Read to me stories of magical times

Read to me tales about castles and kings

Read to me stories of fabulous things

Read to me pirates and read to me knightsRead to me dragons and dragon-book fights
Read to me spaceships and cowboys and thenWhen you are finished- please read them again.

     By Jane Yolen

Engage

 To bring the children to listen to the spoken 

language as well as to give them an idea about 

The story    The Moon and the Cap       Written by NoniAll of us went to the Dasara fair. Papa bought Chintu fancy glasses. Mother bought me a bright blue cap. The baby got sugar candy. On the way home, a very strong wind came. It blew my cap away. My cap got stuck on a branch of the old Pipal tree. I cried a lot. And I did not eat my dinner. Later that 
night, the moon came up. It looked at my cap on the old Pipal tree. It tried on my cap. The moon smiled happily. I had to smile too. After school the next day, my mother gave me a shiny new red cap. “The 
moon sent it,” she said. That night, both the moon and I wore our caps and smiled. We were happy. 
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books, the teacher tells the familiar story “The Moon and the Cap” by Noni. This book is also 
available in animated form and the children 

would love to listen, view and enjoy the story. 

Discussion questions: How did you enjoy the story?Who tells you stories?What kind of stories do you like?Where do you see and get such stories?
Explore

Activity 1: Book Reading: A collection of books from the school library 
is displayed in front of the class. Children can be 

allowed to choose any book and allowed to read 

and browse through for half an hour.

Teacher activity: Before giving the books to 

the children the teacher can have a picture 

containing many of the words seen in those 

books, or create a chart with pictures and the 

words written against them. This picture or 

chart can be used for the following vocabulary 

activity. The children can identify and label the 

objects they see on the picture. Teacher can 

use this opportunity to introduce new words in 

situation. This can be followed by asking them to 

identify the words from the books they have in 

their hands.

Vocabulary activity: By identifying and reading 

the words in context the meaning of the new 

words will become clearer. This activity can 

be done regularly in the class till the children 

master all the new words. This strong foundation 

will help develop a strong vocabulary base in 

primary children.

Step 1: The teacher writes the word as told by 

the students. By tracing the line from the word 

to the picture several times the children master 

the pronunciation, spelling and the meaning of 

the word

Step 2: The children after reading the words 

on the board have to search for the words in 

the books they are given. The vocabulary gets 

reinforced once again.

Step 3: The children can be asked to categorize 

the words, with the starting letter or words with 2 p, (apple) 2 o (room) 2 t (little), words starting 
with tr, words belonging to the same family like 

fruits, vegetables and house hold items. This 

paves way for semantic grouping later in the 

lesson 

 The sound, spelling and pronunciation will be 

covered through this activity

Explain Once the children feel at ease reading a book by first looking at the known words and later 
reading slowly the teacher reads the poem loud 

with the right voice modulation. The children repeat after her and develop fluency after 3 or 4 readings. Children become familiar with 
yesterday, today and tomorrow through a simple 

game. Teacher can draw 3 columns on the board 
and write the names of the week to bring out the 

concept. This works well. This can be followed by 

questions likeWhat did you have for breakfast yesterday?What did you eat today?What day is tomorrow?
Semantic grouping: Introduction of vocabulary 

is always best when taught as semantic grouping.  

Activity 3: The teacher spreads several books 

before the class and asks the children to categorize the books. Once the books are classified as books on animals, science, Maths, flowers, the semantic 
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Books

Story books

Picture books

Puzzles

 Comics

Fantasy books

Work books

grouping can be introduced.

 K. Krishnakumar, in his book The Child’s 

Language and the Teacher” says “it is important to start with books rather than flash cards or 
charts because it is books we want children to 

read ultimately. To get the children into the habit 

of reading books, we can start with a collection of about 25 to 50 books.                                                                                                 
 Children can be allowed to read in groups. 

Each group should not contain more than 5 

children. When one group is sitting around the 

teacher another group must be doing some other 

activity. In the group sitting around the teacher, 

everybody must be able to see the book as the 

teacher reads. While reading aloud the teacher 

should make sure that the she/he makes eye 

contact with each and every kid. Instead of 

simply reading it, the teacher may convert it into 

a vibrant reading session with questions thrown 

at the children. Every child needs to get at least 

three chances in a week to listen to a book being 

read this way, the teacher will soon see that 

children will begin to talk about the books the 

teacher has read out to them. The teacher should 

repeat a book as many times as the teacher or the 

children want.  Soon enough they can anticipate 

what will come next. Such anticipation will 

one day enable them to become independent 

readers.”

Elaborate

 Children are divided into groups. Each group 

is given a set of phrase like, big market, small 

shop, thin book, tasty chocolate, hot coffee, 

heavy bag, long pencil, bright dress and colourful ball. Once the children read these phrases they 
can be asked to draw pictures of doll, pet animal, 

clown or their favorite food and describe it using 

as many words as possible. This can be peer 

corrected and all the children will get to know 

what their class mates have written

Creating your own book: The children can first collect small poems, puzzles, crosswords, 
word jumble, pictures, games and activities from 

children’s magazines or young world and make 

them into a book themselves. Later children can 

create their own book with their own work, their 

own creations like poems, drawings and stories. 

Grammar in context:Use of ‘and’, ‘or’  
Teacher activity: ANDWho had idlis for breakfast this morning?Ramu, Sheela, Ravi and Gaythri had idlis.Who is sitting in the front bench?
Jessi, Farida, Leela and Rani are sitting on the 

front bench.

Teacher activity: ‘Or’Give me a pen or a pencil
I can drink tea or coffee.Do you like chocolate or ice cream?Do you like singing or dancing?
Evaluate

 Reader’s theatre: Children can be made to 
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stand in a semicircle and they can be given a book they are familiar with. By taking turns they can read 

the story with expression. By now they will be familiar with the stories and reading will be fun. 

Work sheet

Fill in the blanks with’ and’ or’ or’: 

1. The boys are singing -------------- dancing at the same time.2. Do you like reading books ---- watching movies?3. I went to the shop ______ bought bangles. 4. Vada, samosa ------- cake are my favorite snacks
5. Badri, Kumar, Sheela, Deepa ------------- Lakshmi are good friends6. Will you come today ----- tomorrow?7. Kumar ___ Ram are friends.8. Kavitha ____ Pooja have long hair.9. My Teacher gifted me a pen ____ a pencil.10. Summer days are hot _____ sunny.                    

D. Hemamalini, PST, Ecole Anglaise Government Primary School
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Learning Objectives

Listening: Following a friend’s instruction 

Speaking: Finding the names of the creatures 

   of the ocean with the help of clues

Reading: Introducing new vocabulary  

   related to sea animals  

Writing: Writing about the animals and     Grammar exercises 
Major ConceptsUnderstand about the migration of Salmon fish 
and deep sea animals.

Learning Resources1. ICT 2. Vocabulary Chart 3. Colouring sheet 4. Picture Cards 5. Charts  
ENGAGE

Activity1:

Colouring the water creatures:

The teacher gives a colouring sheet as given 

below and asks the students to colour the water 

creatures and try to write the names of the animals. To make this activity a bit difficult, we 
can mix some forest animals as well. Then we can 

ask students to colour the animals which live in 

the sea or ocean. 
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s Deep down the Ocean

Samacheer, English, Class – V, Term-III, Unit - 3

 Migration of Salmon C. Sasikumar

Activity2:Listening and finding the way The teacher divides the class into 2 groups and 
explains the rules of the game to the students. One student from each group will be chosen and 
he/she will represent the team. Both groups 

should start the game at the same time.

Rules: 1. One student from each group will be chosen.  
 He/she should keep his/her eyes closed  

 during the game.2. Other students in his/her group will guide  
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 him/her to the finish line3. Directions will be given in English (we can  
 begin in Tamil)  4. The way will be littered with some obstacles  
 like water bottles, small stones, chairs, etc.

5. With the help of his friends he/she has to   reach the finish line6. Whoever finishes first without touching the  
 obstacles will be the winner.

EXPLORE

Video Time - Activity-1:

 The teacher plays a video on the migration of Salmon fish and a video on the deep Ocean 
creatures. Before screening the video to the 

students we should watch it once and make 

notes on it. It will help us to plan when to pause 

the video and give them a brief about what is 

happening in the video in Tamil. Since the video 

is for one hour duration, we can skip some 

portions and show only the important parts (if we don’t have time). Video link - http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00hq341/natures-great-events-2-the-great-salmon-run 
Activity-2

 The teacher now asks students about the 

water creatures and their special qualities. 

Then the teacher introduces new vocabularies 

and gives practice on them (pleasant, excited, 

strange, dwelling, venom, incredible, prey) and 

also teaches the opposites. Teacher can create picture flash cards and matching cards for the 
new vocabulary and opposites.

EXPLAIN

Card Game Activity-1

 Teacher   can  ask the students to prepare  

 cards for the card game. • To prepare cards we can make use of the plain  
 side of used invitation cards or soap cartons.  

 These can also be used for drawing and  

 colouring.• The teacher gives each student a card and  
 asks them to draw the sea or ocean animal  

 they like the most and write one or more clues  

 about the animal. • The students can choose any of the animals  
 given in the text book which are easy to draw  

 and colour. (Information about the animals is  

 given in the text book children can do it on  

 their own.) 

Teacher can collect the cards and play a guessing 

game.

Teacher: “What is this?” 
Students: Salmon, ray fish…. 
 (teacher can frame a sentence or question out of this one word like “is this a salmon?”) 
Teacher: No, it is not 
Student 2: Is this a turtle?
Teacher: No, it is not 
Student 3: Please give us a clue 

Teacher: It looks like a horse 

Student 4: It is a sea horse. 

 Teacher can give his/her role to a student to 

play the game. This game can be done in pair as 

well. Teacher can conduct this game in another 

way as well. Teacher can make a chart of all 

the clues or qualities or information about the 

sea animals and ask the children to match the 

picture cards against the clues or information of 

the animals.

Activity-2:

 The teacher explains about the names given 
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to group of animals/things/people collectively 

(collective nouns) with the help of charts.

children to find information about the animal. 
Teacher can give encyclopaedia, newspaper, old 

ELABORATE

Activity-1:

 Teacher can ask students to prepare 

preposition models or posters.  Teacher can give 

other model ideas like “zoo, forest, house, school 

and classroom). This exercise will help the 

students to use their creativity as well as recall 

and use the learnt prepositions in their writing. 

Activity-2: The teacher divides the class into 2 or 3 
groups or gives individual project work. Teacher 

can give image of locally available animals 

or a list of sea animals or images and ask the 

national geography magazines as a resource for the students to collect data out of it. Use the text 
book worksheet to write about the animal on 

one side and on the other side of the paper they can draw the animal. After finishing their project 
they can present their project or display it in the 

classroom as well as in the school for others to 

get to know about what they have done.

EVALUATE

The teacher evaluates the students with the help 

of the Work Sheet which has been given in the 

book.

C. Sasikumar, PST, GMS, Manapet
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Different ways of multiplication R. Gomathy

below i.e. two digit number multiplied by a single 

number to engage, here it could be a small group 

activity. Students can solve this worksheet with a group of 4-5 students. So it will help them to 
recall multiplication methods as well as grid 

 Prior knowledge• Place value of numbers. Able to write a given  
 number in expanded form• Knows multiplication table and have  
 basic understanding about the concept of  

 multiplication• Multiplies two digit number by another two  
 digit number using grid method

Objective• Appreciates the role of place value in  
 multiplication algorithms.• Explains the meaning of factors and multiples.• Understanding multiplication in area methods
Engage

Activity 1: Bus Game
 We can conduct this game with the whole 

class. Teacher asks students to sit in a circle and start counting 1, 2, 3, and so on and then continue 
saying out the numbers aloud. and choose any number from 2-9. For example if a student choose 5, when 5 and multiples of 5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, come, the student should say bus instead 
of that number and play this game. If they forget 

to say bus or they say bus for any other number 

than they should start from beginning. 

Activity 2:  Here teacher can use the worksheet 

methods which they learnt in fourth standard. 

Explore

Activity1: In this stage teacher asks students to 

choose any two digit number and multiply by 

Way to multiplication 
CBSE Maths, Class – V, Unit - 13 
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another two digit number in grid method.  After this method, teacher can ask students to do the same problem to find the answer using 
concrete materials like place value blocks, area method and also in Standard Algorithm method. 
Teacher should ask students to solve this problem 

in groups, as it will help them to get clarity and 

enable peer learning to happen.

 These three methods will help students to 

understand multiplication in a different way. 

Here students will learn,• Mental Strategies to help rearrange and   regroup numbers for finding product, helps to  
 derive unknown facts from the known facts.

Explain

 Here teacher starts discussion with students 

to get know what students have understood  in 

multiplication methods in engage and explore 

activities , so teachers can ask questions to 

students, like,  where and how they found the 

answer and which method was easy etc. Then 

based on the discussion teacher will explain 

the concept, particularly teacher should give 

importance for the third method where students should multiply first by units and then tens as 
shown in the picture

Elaborate

Activity 1: Teacher can give a few word problems 

and ask them to visually represent and solve the problem. For example, a father is buying 12 
mangoes per day. How many mangoes would he have bought in 20 days. Children can visualise it 
any way and solve the problem. For example student may come up like this “12 mango X 20 days = 240” which is the standard 
methods  or student could draw picture in their note book to visualize / solve this problem, At 
this stage teacher can give a few problem like 

this to do algorithm for word problem

Activity 2: Teacher gives a problem to solve in 

different methods for example, there maybe four 

methods but teacher could give one method. 

For example in this worksheet, teacher gives a 

problem with answer for any one method and 

ask students to come up in other three methods,  

Teacher could prepare similar problems and a few more in flash cards/worksheet.
Concrete Materials  Grid method     Area methods     Standard Algorithm        

Worksheet: all method together

EVALUATE

Worksheet 1: Teacher could use this worksheet 

to assess student understanding as given in this 

worksheet. 

concrete method

this example was done by a student

area method
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R. Gomathy, PST, Savarirayalu Government Primary School
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Objectives of the lesson

1. To understand the direction, right, left, front  

 and behind2. To understand the map and interpret symbols  
Engage

- Start the discussion by asking children to  

 raise their right hand and left hand

- Poem – put your right hand in, put your left   hand in…..
- Tracing the hand activity

Explore- Naming the objects placed on the side of hand  
 picture that the children traced in the  

 notebook/paper

Doll- Activity/game - Asking children to bring used dolls from their  
 home- Divide the students into group of four/five
- Placing various objects around the doll

- Students will have to name the objects around  

 the doll by indicating the direction example:  

 pencil is placed front of the doll, eraser is on   the right side of the doll…. Etc.
- In the doll game, students will change the 

Start… take right turn….walk five step, then turn left... M. Ramakrishnan

position of the doll and identify the direction 

change of objects.Or 
Instead of doll game, children could play the 

game among themselves with one person acting 

as a doll.

Explain

- Tracing the home to school activity (page   no 147) - this activity is there in the text book 
–  teacher will give the print outs of the picture  

 and ask the children to trace the direction   first. Then students have to write the direction  
 of change at every corner- Naming the places on the right and left side  
 (in the picture) 

- Replacing the symbols with pictures example  

 : Hospital with cross symbol (+)

Elaborate

- Students will draw a map from their home to  

 school. They will use the  symbols in the map.

Evaluate

- Evaluating the elaborate activity 

- Worksheets  
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CBSE, EVS, Class III, Unit – 22
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Teacher tryout and reflection 

Engage

 I raised my right hand and asked children to say, what is this? Some of them said finger and 
others said hand. Then I raised my left hand and posed the same question, what is this? They said “hand… hand”. I asked them to differentiate 
the two hands, but they could not. I asked them 

which hand would they use for eating. They said 

“Soththu kai”. I explained “Soththu kai” is called ‘right hand’ in English, and other hand is ‘left hand’. I asked them to raise the right hand first 
and raise the left hand next, they did it correctly. 

This activity was repeated many times with 

changing sequences.

 The next activity was singing the song with actions, the song, put your right hand in… put your right hand out… just turn around… is given in the text book (CBSE, EVS class III page no 145).  
I demonstrated the song with actions, following 

this the entire class sung the song with actions. 

Then four volunteered and came forward to sing 

the song.  After the song activity students were asked to 
trace their own hands in the notebook. I thought that it would be difficult for them to trace their 
right hand by having pencil in left hand, since 

most of them are predominantly right handed. 

But amazingly they all traced their hand, except 

one who struggled to use her left hand to trace 

the right hand. Finally her friend helped her in 

tracing.  They also coloured the traced hands.  Now, I asked them to name who are sitting 

immediate right and left side.

Teacher reflection

 Children were interested in the class when I 

included them in the activity. The children found it difficult to understand the meaning for English 
words, even right and left hand. In Tamil they 

know what is right and what is left hand. 

Explore

 I placed some objects like pencil, pen, eraser, 

scale etc on both sides of a doll, and asked 

children to name the objects on the four sides 

of the doll. They said in Tamil, I replaced Tamil 

words with English and explained the four sides 

to the doll, i.e. right, left, and front and behind. 

Then children came one by one and named the 

objects placed around the doll, I kept changing 

the position of the doll’s face.

I asked the children to stand three in a row, 

they were six rows. Starting from the middle 
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position, children have to name the persons who 

are standing around them on their four sides by 

indicating direction and name. 

Teacher Reflection

 The doll activity was my second class, I found 

few children totally forgot what I taught or what 

they learned in their previous class. I analyzed the 

reason, it could be due to the non-involvement 

of those children in the classroom activity. So 

I decided to include every child in this activity, 

and tried to maximize individual participation in 

activities.

Explain

 The next activity was map activity which is given in the textbook (CBSE, EVS Class III, page no 147). In this map a child, named Ruchira 

starts from her home to school, on the way to 

school she makes many turns to reach the school. 

I explained the map like a small story and asked 

children explain the map and locate the direction 

of the places and objects that the girl crosses 

while going to school.  They explained the map 

in Tamil, but they were not able locate the places 

and objects that came on her way to school. They 

could not visualize the position of the girl in the 

map and name the objects. So, I decided to draw  a big map on the floor of the classroom, replica 
of textbook map, and made them to walk as like the girl walks in the map. After this activity they 
were able to locate  Ruchira’s position and name 

the places and objects.

I asked whether they have seen symbols like 

cross (+), children with school bag, car etc. on 

the road sign boards. Few children said that they 

have seen cross symbol in medical shop.  Then 

I explained that we can use symbols instead of 

objects and drew the objects and their associate 

symbols on the board, and I asked them to copy 

them in their notebooks. I asked randomly what the symbol for hospital, and tree was? They said 
correctly, since everything was on the board. After this activity I gave them homework. They 
have to draw the map of their home to school and 

they can use symbols instead of objects. I gave 

few new symbols such as railway track, culvert 

etc, because it’s relevant to my school area.

Teacher Reflection

 In the map activity, I thought that the 

children would read the map easily and locate 

the position of girl while she was going to the 

school. I tried different ways to elicit the answer 

from them, such as asking them to imagine that 

the girl Ruchira walks from home to school. What 

are the objects on the right side of Ruchira when she reaches the park etc? Finally I had to design a 
new activity that gives real experiences. Children 

at this age group will learn fast if the activity  is 

designed to give real life experience.

Extend Only few students brought the map and 
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except one others just copied from the textbook, 

rest said that they noticed everything from home 

to school and in the class they will be able to draw. 

I gave them time to complete the map and again 

many of them just copied from the textbook.

 I called the children who drew the map 

correctly to explain to others. They demonstrated 

their map with actions, and they named the places they crossed on the way. All of them explained in 
Tamil and they used English words ------- such 

as building, school, railway track, home, shop, tree etc. After this, many of them came forward 
to explain their map between their home and 

school. 

Teacher Reflection

 I should have given more time for home work 

and also more demonstration on how to draw a 

map. 

Evaluate

 I had prepared three worksheets for 

assessment.

Worksheet 1- Drawing objects on the four sides

Worksheet 2 – Identify the objects in relation to 

the direction

Worksheet 3 – Identify the pictures in relation 

to the direction and colour them. 

 For the drawing objects on the four sides, 

I read out the objects on the four sides, they drew. All of them drew correctly. For the other 
two worksheets, I showed one example on how 

to circle/colour it. Many marked correctly and 

few of them marked the wrongly. I called the 

students who had marked wrongly, and asked 

four directions i.e right, left, front and behind. 

Interestingly all of them could show the correct 

picture when asked orally. 

Teacher Reflection

 For many children reading sentence in English is difficult. Students use various strategies to overcome this difficulty, example one child was 
just trying to read the word right or left. From my 

next class onwards, I plan to have more language part in my EVS class. 

M. Ramakrishnan, PST, GPS, Sulthanpet
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Engage

Task 1. 

Engage: For engaging children, I prepared a song 

on the concept of “Don’t cut trees”, which goes 

like this “everyone must plant a tree, it’s easy you 

can do it,” “tell your friends to plant a tree, it’s easy you can do it”, “la la la la……..”
 I sang the song with a nice rhythm, and all 

the students followed me enthusiastically. The 

song was created especially for this lesson. The 

children sang the song well, sitting in their places.  

Teacher reflection:

 I wanted to make the children dance, but there was no sufficient space in the class. So I 
rearranged the class by making a square in the 

center and made them dance.

My objective was to involve the children in the 

lesson, by making them sing the song again and again to make them follow the flow of the 

The ills of bullying and how a bully boy turns a new leaf P. Manjula Devi 

language. The children enjoyed the song and got 

it right very easily and responded to my queries 

in English though it was a mix of both Tamil and 

English medium children. I had made them sit 

together so that they will pick the language up 

very easily from their peers.

Task 2: I divided the class into two groups and 

gave cards with two different situations, made 

them read and discuss about it, then asked one 

representative from each group to talk about the 

situation and analyze it. 

The situations:• An injured dog is lying unattended on the   road side. One boy simply walks past the  
 dog, but another comes and rescues the dog  

 and provides relief.  • Once while walking along the road you see  
 trees cut on the road. When you approach   the people nearby you get a rude answer. You  
 get very upset and angry. How will you tackle   this situation? Objective was to sensitize the children on 
certain common occurrences in their daily life, 

like what will they do on seeing a purse full of 

cash on the road or when they see an old man 

struggling to cross the road, which may play an 

important role later in their lives.

 The children were given worksheets and were asked to answer 3 questions. A choice was given 
to students to write it in either Tamil or English 

as I have children from both mediums. Some did 
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well and some could not answer properly. • Do you like to share your favorite food/toy   with others? Why? • Who is your best friend? Why do you like   him/her? - describe   him/her in one   sentence?• Suppose you and your friends are very thirsty  
 and there is only one glass of water, what will   you do?

You find a purse on the road. You find some   cash and cards in it. What will you do?
Reflections on Task 2:

 I prepared some activity sheets with 

questions expressing their thoughts/views. As I had both English and Tamil medium 
students, the Tamil medium students felt difficulty in expressing their views in a sentence 
and hence I asked them to write in single or two 

words. For Tamil medium students, I explained 

the questions in Tamil. The success of this activity 

was that everybody could complete it.

Explore

Task 1. As I wanted to visualize my idea, I decided to 
play a short video about bullying from the web 

site www.picklesadventures.com on my mobile. 

The students were really excited to see the video. After that, the students were made to answer 
some queries raised by me on the video. It was an 

effective tool to reinforce my concept. I made the 

students to narrate the video they had seen. They 

conveyed their views in their own language and I 

explained to them in English and I made them tell 

it in simple English language. I wanted to get rid 

of their shyness and fear in expressing/speaking 

in English. I encouraged them even though they 

made many mistakes while narrating. So, all the 

students came forward for this activity.

Reflection: The classroom is spacious and it can 

be used for all group activities. By creating space 

in the middle, the whole class can be involved in 

the group activities.

Task 2.

 To make the classroom atmosphere joyful, 

I decided to conduct an election to select their 

favourite student. So, I put a tray in front of the 

class on a table and gave each student a piece of 

paper. I asked them to write the name of their 

favourite student and put it in the tray. There was a lot of noise while doing this activity. All 
of them started discussing, among themselves, 

whom they wanted to select. Then I explained to 

them that this should be their own decision and 

they should not discuss with their friends. Many 

students felt proud as if they were voting in an 
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election. This activity can enhance their decision 

making skills. Then, I sorted out the name list 

but did not reveal the winner as it was not the 

objective of the activity and asked a few children 

why they voted for a particular boy or girl. The 

qualities for which the children voted were 

written on the board.• Kindness• Protecting a weaker student• Not beating others• Not speaking bad words• Sharing
 I got my expected answer as “not beating 

others”. This helped me to introduce the concept 

of “bully”

Explain

Task 1:

 This lesson had many new words like bruise, 

hoarse, pincer. The teacher should ensure that 

these new words are understood contextually by 

giving a situation. So, I created some situations 

and made them to contextualize the new words. I told the story in Tamil first and used a lot of 
gestures and the English vocabulary from the 

lesson. I modulated my voice and made it hoarse 

and asked the children whether they liked it. The 

children said they were scared. Then I wrote the 

word hoarse. Then I asked them about what all 

creatures are there on the sea shore. The children named a few - crabs, prawns, fish and shells. Of these the children said only crabs move on 
the sand. Then I asked them to describe a crab. The children said that crab has 4 legs and then I 
introduced the word pincers, bruise and nipped 

in context here.

For example• Ravi called her in hoarse voice ( I used a  
 hoarse voice when I said this sentence)• They bruised him with a stick ( I showed a   small bruise on my finger by using a red  
 mark)

 I wrote the new words on the board, since the 

students were well versed with phonetic sounds 

they read all the words with ease except bruise. They read the word as ‘bru’, ‘ise’. I syllabified the word and then corrected it as ‘bruise’ and taught 
them the correct pronunciation of that word.

Task 2:

 As I had already planned to use story wheel 
for this activity to make the learning very 

effective, I prepared a story wheel with two discs. One disc was with all story pictures arranged 
in a clockwise direction and the other disc 

covering the pictures with a small opening that 

can be superimposed on the story wheel card so 

that it can be rotated. I rotated the top disc and stopped at the first picture. I narrated the story 
to the entire class in English interspersed with vernacular. As it was in the pictorial form all the 
student felt very easy to understand the story.

Teacher reflection:

 The only problem I faced in this stage was the 

story wheel was very small and it was not visible 

to all the students. So, I made them to come closer 

to me for this activity. 
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 Then, I took six sentences from the lesson which captured the essence of the lesson 

concisely. I wrote each sentence in a strip. I shuffled the sentences and asked them to 
identify the sentence for the picture shown in the story wheel. All the students participated 
enthusiastically in this activity.

Teacher sharing: I was really amazed that a little 

planning made the teaching learning process 

very effective. I’m happy to say that one boy in 

my class who was always bullying his classmates 

by beating and pinching them, turned a new leaf 

and stopped bullying others after this lesson. 

P. Manjula Devi, PST, GPS, Karuvadikuppam
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 Chemistry is an inevitable part of our everyday lives. Today, we find the influence of chemistry in 
many aspects of our lives ranging from food to 

medicine to personal care products. The lesson on ‘Chemistry in our Daily Life’, deals with topics 
like fabric, cement, glass, plastics, soap - some 

man-made materials which are commonly used 

and their application. 

 I thought it would be interesting to engage 

students in an activity on the preparation of soap as it would give students a first-hand experience 
in making soaps. The activity was an opportunity 

not just to teach the process of making soaps, but 

also certain other basic concepts in chemistry. 

They also learnt about the ingredients involved in making a soap and its significance. The activity 
was spread out over a couple of days and children 

were very excited at the thought of making their 

own soaps.

Making the Soap

Materials Required:

Water, Sodium hydroxide, Coconut oil, essential 

oils like rose/lemon/lavender etc.

Process:

Note: Ensure that the entire process is carried 

out under the supervision of the teacher and 

students are not left to handle chemicals on their 

own. 

 We took a stainless steel bowl with water and heated it on the stove. Once the water began to 

Young chemists at work  V. Jayasundhar 

boil, we slowly added sodium hydroxide into it and stirred it continuously. (For 50ml of water, add 14g of NaOH). Once when NaOH 
is completely 

dissolved in 

water, we 

s w i t c h e d 

off the gas 

and kept the 

solution aside and allowed it to cool. We tried 

out two different oils – coconut oil and olive oil 

to prepare soaps. We took 85g coconut oil in 

one bowl and olive oil in another and heated it to its melting point. After that, we added sodium 
hydroxide solution to the oil mixture stirred it for 10 to 15 minutes until it became thick like 
a paste. We then added the essential oils for 

fragrance and poured this mixture into moulds 

after they came to room temperature. (Children 

had brought empty match boxes to be used as moulds). We let it dry for 24 to 36 hours.
Reflections:

 S t u d e n t s 

were very 

involved in 

the activity 

and their 

interest levels 

were high throughout. At 
each step, there was a discussion that followed 
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that helped students understand the process 

better. For instance, while dissolving sodium 

hydroxide, they learnt 

that the pellets have to be 

added in hot water and 

stirred continuously to 

avoid it from becoming 

hard. Students noticed that oil is solidified at 
lower temperatures and 

it is required to heat it to 

bring it to its liquid form. 

Students could easily 

relate to this idea as it has been their experience 

during winters. We had a discussion on solubility 

of liquids when we mixed the solutions as 

students can see for themselves that oil is not 

soluble in water and an emulsion is being formed. 

My students carried the notion 

that soaps always had some color 

in it until they say that the soaps 

they made were white in color. I 

used this as the opportunity to 

explain the role of coloring agents 

and essential oils to give color and 

fragrance.  Additional discussions on 
the difference between bath soaps 

and washing soaps can be done with students and they can also conduct a survey to find out 
why some soaps are preferred over others. 

 V. Jayasundhar, Science TGT, GMS, Manapet
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Reflection... Refraction...how light bends…
 V. Jayasundhar 

J. Mahalakshmi

Learning Objectives:• To investigate the relationship between the   angle of incidence and the angle of reflection.• To understand that light gets deflected from  
 its path when it passes from one medium to  

 another.• To observe and understand total internal   reflection.
Pre-Requisite knowledge:• Understanding that light is a form of energy  
 that travels in straight lines as light rays.• Knowledge of different sources of light, plane   mirrors and process of reflection.• Ability to measure and draw angles using  
 protractors.

Opening Activity:

 The pre-requisite knowledge of the students 

was checked with the following activity and 

questions.

 The students were asked to take two transparent bottles.  One bottle was filled with 
incense smoke and closed tightly while the other 

bottle was left empty. Then the teacher told them 

pass the laser beam from the torch at any angle 

through both the bottles. The students clearly 

saw the straight line path taken by the red light 

inside the bottle with the incense smoke whereas 

they were not able to see laser in the empty 

bottle.

1. What are the differences observed in the two   bottles?2. Why is smoke required for this activity? 3. How does light travel?4. Does a ray of light bend at any point of time?
5. What do they observe when they stand in   front of the plane mirror in their homes? How   does that happen?
Alternative: Any transparent polythene, preferably an OHP Sheet – wound as a cylinder 
shall be used instead of a transparent bottle.

Sub concept 01:

To investigate the relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection.
Activity 01: The process of reflection was revisited using the following activity. A plane mirror was placed inside the bottle and the bottle was filled with 
smoke and closed. When the torch was shone on 

the mirror, the students were able to observe two 

rays, the one falling on the mirror from the torch, 

the incident ray and the other emerging from the mirror, the reflected ray. Then the students were asked to fix a plane 
mirror vertically on the table and draw a normal 

line perpendicular to the mirror as shown in 

the image. This set up enables the learners to 

measure the angle made by the incident ray to 
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the normal (the angle of incidence, i) and also the angle made by the reflected ray to the normal (angle of reflection, r).
 The beam of light is made to fall on the mirror from an angle and the angle made by the reflected 
beam is marked using a ruler and measured 

using a protractor.

Fig 01: Image showing angle of incidence and 

the angle of reflection.

The angle of incidence is changed for each trial and the respective angle of reflection is measured 
and recorded.

Table 01: To investigate the relationship between 

the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection.

Sub concept 02: To understand that light gets deflected from 
its straight line path, when it passes from one 

medium to another.

Activity 02: Students were asked to fill half of a bottle or a 
transparent glass with water mixed with a small 

amount of soap/chalk powder. Then the rest of the vessel was filled with smoke and it was 
closed.

 Then the students were asked to predict, 

what will happen to the laser beam when it 

passes through the smoke and the water with soap/ chalk powder dissolved in it? After eliciting the opinions from the learners, 
they were asked to pass the beam through the 

vessel.

 When the laser beam was passed from outside 

at an angle, the students could see the red light 

ray bending when it entered into water from air. 

The direction of the deviation depends on the 

density of the two medium and hence a series of 

trials are attempted with different densities.

Table 02: To study refraction of light

 The same experiment can be tried with 

different household liquids of varying densities 

eg. Coconut oil, castor oil, gingelly oil, drinking 

water etc. At the start of the activity, the students 

 The children get to understand that the Angle 
of incidence, i & Angle of reflection, r remains 

equal to one another at all trials and this is an important law of reflection.
 It was interesting to see the way the students 

who understood the activity in the beginning 

started helping their peers in marking the emergent reflected ray, measuring the angle of reflection etc.,

Trial No Amount of soap dissolved in 100 ml of 
water

Observations( the level of 
deviation)1

1 20g2 30g3 40g4 50g

Trial No Angle of  
Incidence, i

Angle of  Reflection, r i equal to 

r  (or) i not 

equal to r

1 30 30 i equal to r234
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themselves started suggesting to mix chalk 

powder with water to make the laser beam 

visible similar to the use of incense smoke in air 

medium.

Sub concept 03:

 To observe and understand total internal  reflection
Activity 03: Laser Waterfall

 Students were asked to observe the following 

Demonstration.

Experimental set up: 1) Use a hot pin (heated up over a gas flame/ 

 lighter/candle) to carefully burn a circular   hole about 10cm up from the bottom of the  
 plastic bottle. 2) Place your finger over the hole (or block with   tape) and fill the bottle almost to the top with  
 water.3) Turn the bottle sideways and carefully  
 shine the laser toward the hole squarely (at  

 the same level) from the back of the bottle. 4) Remove your finger/tape and again make  
 sure that the laser is being aimed squarely (at  

 the same level) 

at the hole in the plastic  

 bottle. 

5) Watch as the laser 

light transmits down the  

 waterfall. Make 

sure you have a suitable  

 vessel to catch the 

falling water.

 Light propagates in a straight line path only. What is happening in this activity?
What makes the light bend along with water? As the laser light hits the edge of the water 
stream, it does so at an angle greater that the critical angle for water. As a result, the laser light is completely reflected inwards (we call this total internal reflection). As it hits the next edge of the 
water stream it is once again totally internally reflected and this process continues down 
through the entire length of the water stream.

 The strength and intensity of the laser light 

reduces as it makes its way down the water 

stream. This is a result of dispersion of the beam 

of light and also interference effects within 

the stream. This is actually a problem that is encountered with real life fibre optic cables and 
can lead to problems such as signal degradation.

References:

http://physicsed.buffalostate.edu/pubs/StudentIndepStudy/EURP09/TIR/TIR.html
http://www.arvindguptatoys.com/

Fig 03: Total internal reflection

J. Mahalakshmi, Science TGT , GHS, Mangalam
 V. Jayasundhar, Science TGT, GMS, Manapet
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   'ðœO ÝCKòK¡ ï£†°PŠ¹' â¡ø 

ÞŠ¹ˆîè‹ «ýñó£x ð† â¡ø  Üó²ŠðœO 

ÝCKò¼¬ìò ï£†°PŠ¹. U‰FJ™ â¿Fò 

Þ‰ï£†°PŠ¹ ÝƒAôˆF™ ªñ£NªðŒ˜‚èŠ 

ð†´ ¹ˆîèñ£‚èŠð†´œ÷¶. 2007 Ý‹ Ý‡´ 

Üõ˜ â¿Fò ï£†°PŠH¡ ð™«õÁ ð°Fèœ 

ÞF™ Þì‹ ªðŸÁœ÷ù. 2008 Ý‹ 

Ý‡´ Üõ˜ å¼ ê£¬ô MðˆF™ 

àJ˜ cˆ¶œ÷£˜.

  ªð£¶õ£è ï£†°PŠ¹èœ 

Ü«î è£ô‚è†ìˆFŸè£ùî£è 

Þ™ô£ñ™ õóô£ø£è ñ£P 

MôA G¡Á ð£˜‚è‚ Ã®òî£è 

Þ¼‚°‹. Ýù£™ Þ‰ï£†°PŠ¹ 

ï‹º¬ìò Fù Åö¬ô‚ è£†´‹ 

è‡í£®ò£è àœ÷¶.  ï£†°PŠ¬ðŠ 

¹ˆîèñ£èŠ ð®‚°‹ ªð£¿¶ Üî¡ 

à‡¬ñˆî¡¬ñ ñÁ‚èº®ò£îî£è 

ÝAM´Aø¶. ÝCKò˜è÷£Aò  

ïñ‚° º¡ñ£FKò£ù å¼õó£è 

M÷ƒ°Aø£˜ «ýñó£x.  àˆó£è‡† 

ñ£GôˆF½œ÷ àˆFóè£CJ™ 

Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠðœO ÝCKòó£èŠ 

ðEò£ŸPòõ˜. Üó²ŠðœO 

ÝCKòó£ù Üõ˜ °ö‰¬îèO¡ 

è™Me¶ ªè£‡ì Ü‚è¬ó, ÜîŸ° 

Üõ˜ «ñŸªè£‡ì Mî‹ Mîñ£ù 

ºòŸCèœ, âF˜ªè£‡ì êõ£™èœ,  

Þó£. è£˜ˆF«èò¡
è. ²ð£SQ

Üõ˜ ðEò£ŸPò Åö™... âù Üõó¶ ÝCKò 

ÜÂðõˆ¬î ê£†Cò£‚A»œ÷¶.

“è™M‚èö° èêìø ªñ£Nî™” âQ™, èê´ 

c‚èŠðì«õ‡®ò ÝCKòŠðE¬ò àí˜ˆ¶‹ 

Mîñ£è Þ¶ Þ¼‚Aø¶. ï™ô ÝCKòó£è å¼õ˜ 

Þ¼‚è ºòŸC‚°‹ªð£¿¶ ÞŠ¹ˆîèˆF½œ÷ 

ðœO ÝCKòK¡ ï£†°PŠ¹
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â™ô£ ÜÂðõƒèÀ‹ ïñ‚è£ùî£è Þ¼‚°‹ 

Åö™ ï‹º¬ìòî£è Þ¼‚Aø¶. Þ¬îŠð®‚°‹ 

åšªõ£¼õ¼‹ Þ¬î àíóº®»‹.

  «ýñó£x  ÝCKòó£èˆ î¡ èì¬ñ¬ò„ 

ªêŒõîŸè£è‚ Ã´îô£è «õ¬ô ªêŒAø£˜. 

ð£˜ˆ¶Š ð£˜ˆ¶ «õ¬ô ªêŒAø£˜. «õ¬ôè¬÷ˆ 

F†ìI´Aø£˜. î¡ «õ¬ô êKò£ùî£è 

Þ¼‚è «õ‡´ªñ¡ðîŸè£è «õ¬ô ªêŒ»‹ 

Mîˆ¬î ñ£ŸPò¬ñ‚Aø£˜. àì¡ «õ¬ô 

ªêŒðõ˜èÀì¡ õ£F´Aø£˜. ï£†°PŠ¹ 

îù‚°ñ†´ñ£ù¶ â¡ðî£«ô£ â¡ù«õ£ 

ðAóƒèñ£è ÜõŸ¬ø ðF¾ ªêŒAø£˜. 

ºø¡ð£´è¬÷Š ðF¾ ªêŒõ¶ º‚Aòñ£ù¶. 

ÜŠðF¾ ðAóƒèñ£èŠ ðFõ£A»œ÷¶.  

¹ˆîèñ£ù  ¬ìK¬ò ð®‚°‹ªð£¿¶, 

ÜF½œ÷ Ü¬ùˆ¶‹ ï£‹ âF˜ªè£œÀ‹ 

ê£î£óí Fù Müòƒè÷£è Þ¼Šð¶ «ð£¡Á 

Þ¼‚Aø¶. Þ¼‰î ªð£¿¶‹ Ü¶ âšõ÷¾ 

º‚Aòñ£ù¶ â¡ð¬î ïñ‚° àí˜ˆ¶Aø¶. 

Þ¡¬ø‚° ïñ‚°œ÷ ðô «èœMèÀ‚° 

ðFô£è¾‹ ð£ìñ£è¾‹ Þ¼‚Aø¶.  

•		 7-8-2007	 Þ¡Á	 è£¬ô	 7.30	 ‚°	

ðœO‚°„ ªê¡«ø¡. Üƒ° âù‚° 

º¡«ù õ‰î Cô °ö‰¬îèœ 

âù‚è£è‚ è£ˆF¼‰îù˜. 5- 6 

A«ô£e†ì˜ ªî£¬ô¾ ïì‰¶ ðœO‚°  

õ¼‹ °ö‰¬îèÀ‹ ÜF™ Þ¼‰îù˜.  

ºî™ õ°Š¹ ð®ŠðîŸè£è Fùº‹ 10 A.e  

ïì‚°‹ °ö‰¬îJ¡ ðôˆ¬î 

â¡ùªõ¡Á ªê£™õ¶?

•		 ÝCKò˜	 êƒèƒèœ	 è™MJ™	 

Ü‚è¬øŠðì£¬ñ °Pˆ¶ 

«õî¬ùð´Aø£˜. Ü¶ °Pˆ¶ Üõ˜èÀì¡ 

à¬óò£´Aø£˜.

•		 6-9-2007	 Üõ˜	 ªêŒ»‹	 «õ¬ôè¬÷	 

  º¬ø¬ñŠ ð´ˆ¶Aø£˜.

•		 ï£‹	 Fù‹	 Fù‹	 âF˜ªè£œÀ‹	 

  Müòƒè÷£ù, °O‚è£ñ™ ðœO‚° õ¼‹  

  °ö‰¬î, ð®‚è£î °ö‰¬î, ðœO‚°  

  ªî£ì˜‰¶ õó£î °ö‰¬î âù ªõš«õÁ  

  C‚è™è¬÷ Üõ¼‹ âF˜ªè£œAø£˜.  

  ÜõŸ¬ø Üõ˜ Üµ°‹ º¬øèœ  

  º‚Aòñ£ùî£è Þ¼‚Aø¶. 

•		 ºó‡ð£´èÀ¬ìò	àøM™	Þí‚èˆ¬î»‹	 

  à¼õ£‚°Aø£˜. ê¬ñò™ è£óK¡  

  ªêò™ð£´èœ î†®‚ «è†ðî£J¼‰î«ð£¶‹  

  Ü¬î„ªêŒ»‹ Ü«î «õ¬÷J™  

  Üõ˜èÀì¡ ï†¬ð»‹ «ðí ºò™Aø£˜.

•		 î¡ù£˜õô˜è¬÷	 èŸHˆîL™	 

  ß´ð´ˆ¶Aø£˜.

•		 èNõ¬øè¬÷„	²ˆî‹	ªêŒAø£˜.	î‡a˜‚ 

  °ö£Œè¬÷„ êKð´ˆ¶‹ «õ¬ô¬ò„  

  ªêŒAø£˜.

  Þ„ªêò™ð£´èœ ñŸÁ‹ °PŠ¹èœ Üõó¶ 

°í£‹ê‹ ñŸÁ‹ ß´ð£†¬ì ªõOŠð´ˆ¶Aø¶. 

ï™ô â‡í‹ ñ†´‹ èŸHˆî½‚°Š 

«ð£¶ñ£ù¶ Ü™ô. èŸHˆî™ â¡ð¶ 
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õ°Šð¬øJ™ ñ£íõ˜è¬÷»‹, ð£ìˆ¬î»‹ 

¹K‰¶ ªè£‡´  îò£KŠ«ð£´ Gè›ˆîŠªð¼‹  

êõ£ô£ù ªêò™ â¡ð¬î W›‚è‡ì Üõó¶ 

ªêò™ð£´èœ àí˜ˆ¶A¡øù.

õ°Šð¬ø ñŸÁ‹ èŸø™ èŸHˆîL™ 

Üõó¶ ß´ð£´

•		 18-4-2007	 ñ£íõ˜èO¡	 ªðò˜è¬÷‚	 

  °PŠH´Aø£˜. åšªõ£¼ °ö‰¬îJ¡  

  ¹Kî™è¬÷Š ðŸP MõK‚Aø£˜. Üõ˜èO¡  

  ¹Kî½‚«èŸð Üõ˜è¬÷ °¿õ£‚°Aø£˜.  

  °ö‰¬îèO¡ õ£›‚¬èJL¼‰¶ 168  

  õ£˜ˆ¬îè¬÷ «î˜‰ªî´ˆ¶ ÜõŸ¬ø  

  õ°Šð¬ø‚°‚ ªè£‡´ªê™Aø£˜.  

  õ°Šð¬ø‚è£ù è¬î¬òˆ îò£˜ ªêŒ¶  

  â´ˆ¶„ ªê™Aø£˜.   

•		 õ°Šð¬óJ™	 ð¬öò	 ñŸÁ‹	 ¹¶¬ñò£ù	 

  ºòŸCèO™ ñ£P ñ£P ß´ð´Aø£˜. («î˜¾  

 ¬õˆ«î¡. 20 

°ö‰¬îèO™ 5 «ð˜ ñ†´«ñ  

100 õ¬ó â¿î¾‹ 

ð®‚è¾‹ ªîK‰F¼‰îù˜.  

ï£¡ èŸHˆî º¬ø¬ò 

«ò£Cˆ¶Š ð£˜ˆ¶  

¹ ¶ º ¬ ø J ™ 

ªêŒòˆ¶õƒA«ù¡.)

•	 å¼	 õ°Šð¬øJ™	

ªõš«õÁ õ°Š¹èO½œ÷ 

63 °ö‰¬îèÀì¡ èŸø™  

èŸHˆîL™ ß´ð´õ¶ 

Ü½ŠÌ†´‹ Müò«ñ. 

Þšõ½Š¬ðŠ «ð£‚è ãèŠð†ì  

º¬øè¬÷ «ñŸªè£œ÷ 

«õ‡®J¼‚Aø¶.

 Üõó¶ èŸHˆî™ 

¸†ðƒèœ ï£‹ ÜP‰î 

å¡Áî£¡ â¡ø£½‹ 

Ü¬î Üõ˜ ï¬ìº¬øŠð´ˆ¶‹ º¬øèœ 

º‚Aòñ£ù¶. ÜõŸ¬ø Üõó¶ õ°Š«ð£´‹ 

°ö‰¬îè«÷£´‹ Þ¬íˆ¶Š ð£˜‚°‹ªð£¿¶ 

MòŠ¬ð ãŸð´ˆ¶Aø¶.

Í¡ø£õî£è ï£‹ °PŠHì«õ‡®ò¶ 

Üõó¶ ÝCKòŠ ðJŸCèœ:

•	 Þš¾í˜î½‚°	 àî£óíñ£è	 Üõ˜	

ªð£ÁŠ«ðŸÁ ïìˆFò ðEJ¬ìŠ ðJŸC ðŸPò 

20-8- 2007 è£ô‚è†ì ï£†°PŠ¹ Mõóñ£è‚ 

ÃÁAø¶.

•			15,	16-	10-2007:	å¼	ê£î£óí	ÝCKò¼‚°	 

ã¡ ðJŸCèœ  ñA›„C ÜOŠðF™¬ô.  

ÝCKòK¡ ÜÂðõƒè¬÷  Þ¬íˆî Åö¬ô 

à¼õ£‚°î™ êõ£ô£ù¶.  ²î‰Fóñ£ù 

C‰î¬ù»‹ ªêò™ð£´¬ìò ÝCKò˜èÀì¡ 

à¬óò£´î™ ñA›„Cò£ù¶. 
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•	 ðJŸC¬ò	 ÝCKò˜èœ	 ¬èò£À‹	 Mî‹,	

Üõ˜èœ ÜîŸ° ÜO‚°‹ º‚Aòˆ¶õ‹ 

ÝAòõŸ¬ø Üöè£èŠ ðF¾ ªêŒ¶œ÷£˜.

 «ñŸÃPò â™ô£õŸ¬ø»‹ Mì º‚Aòñ£ù¶ 

Üõ¼¬ìò èM¬îèœ. Üõ˜ å¼ Cø‰î 

ð¬ìŠð£O â¡ð¬î Þ‚èM¬îèœ 

àí˜ˆ¶A¡øù.

°ö‰¬îèœ ¹ˆîèƒèÀ‹ ï£Â‹

âŠªð£¿ªî™ô£‹  °ö‰¬îèœ ¹ˆîèƒè¬÷

õ£C‚A«ø«ù£ ÜŠªð£¿ªî™ô£‹

H¡«ù£‚AŠ ðòE‚A«ø¡

â¡ èì‰îè£ôˆ¬î «ï£‚A ðòE‚A«ø¡

â¡ º¡ â¡ èì‰îè£ô‹ F¼‹¹Aø¶

Ìƒè£‚èœ Yê£‚èO™ ñA›‰¶ M¬÷ò£®ò¶

Ü¿‚° G¬ø‰î Ý¬ìèœ

åO…ê£¡ è‡ì£Q™ åO‰¶ªè£œõ¶‹

æ®Š H®ˆ¶ M¬÷ò£®ò¶‹

Þƒ°‹ Üƒ°‹ °Fˆî«î£´

Þ¡Á ê‡¬ìJ†´ ï£¬÷ ªï¼ƒAò 

ï‡ð˜è÷£ù¶

¹ˆîèŠ¬ð º¿‚è ¹ˆîèƒèœ 

Ü¡¬ùJ¡ Ü¡¹, î‰¬îJ¡ è‡®Š¹ 

ÝCKòK¡ àóˆî‚ °ó™ 

è£¬ô õNð£´, èõùß˜Š¹

ÝCKòK¡ Üî†ì™

²ŸÁô£‚èœ ªõO«ò ªê¡ø¬õ âù 

Þ¡Â‹ G¬øò G¬ùˆ¶Š ð£˜‚A«ø¡.

Ý! â¡ °ö‰¬îŠð¼õ‹ 

æ˜ ÜŸ¹îñ£ù àôè‹!

â¡ù ªêŒî£½‹ ê£ˆFòI™¬ô

Þ¬õ â¬î»‹ â†ìº®ò£¶ Þ¡Á.

è. ²ð£SQ, ªî£.ð.Ý., Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, «ï£í£ƒ°Šð‹

Þó£. è£˜ˆF«èò¡ ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ïó‹¬ð
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  èŸHˆîL™ Ýì™ ð£ì™ ðJŸCŠ 

ð†ì¬ø ÝCKò˜ õ÷ ¬ñòˆF™ ï¬ìªðŸø¶. 

ÞF™  Ýì™ ð£ìL™ Ý˜õI‚è 23 Ýó‹ð 

ðœO ÝCKò˜èœ èô‰¶ªè£‡ìù˜. 40 

õ¼ìƒèÀ‚°‹ «ñô£è Ýì™ ð£ì™ èŸÁ- 

ðJŸC ÜOˆ¶ õ¼‹ LMò£ ñŸÁ‹ õ£«ùõ˜ (Livya and Vanavar) Þ‰îŠ ðJŸC ð†ì¬øJ¡ 

ªïPò£÷˜è÷£è õ‰F¼‰îù˜. ðJŸCò£÷˜èœ 

îƒè¬÷ ÜPºèŠð´ˆF‚ ªè£‡ì«î£´ 

ðœO‚ è™MJ™ Þ¡Á Ýì™ ð£ìL¡ 

ÜõCòˆ¬î»‹ W›‚è‡ìõ£Á ÃPù˜.

  Þ¡¬øò ïiù è™Mº¬øJ™ H…²‚ 

°ö‰¬îèÀ‚è£ù ÞQ¬ñò£ù èŸø™ Åö™ 

°¬ø‰¶ õ¼Aø¶. °ö‰¬îè¬÷ æKìˆF™ 

Üñó ¬õŠð¶,ªõ° «ïó‹ Üõ˜è¬÷‚ 

èõQ‚è ¬õŠð¶ «ð£¡ø Müòƒèœ 

Üõ˜èOÂœ àœ÷ â‡Eôìƒè£ ÝŸø¬ô 

Móòñ£‚°A¡øù. Cô êñòƒèO™ Üõ˜è«÷ 

Cô	MüòƒèÀ‚è£è	ÜÂñF	«è†´	(î‡a˜,	

CÁc˜, «ðù£, ªð¡C™..) Üƒ°‹ Þƒ°‹ ªê¡Á 

õ¼A¡øù˜. °ö‰¬îèœ Ýó‹ð‚ è™MJ™ 

îƒèœ àì™ º¿õ¬î»‹ ( ¬è, è£™, î¬ô...) 

ðò¡ð´ˆF‚ èŸø½‚è£ù Åö™ °¬ø‰¶ 

õ¼õî£™ Üõ˜èO¡ °ö‰¬îŠ ð¼õ‚ èŸø™ 

ÞQ¬ñò£ùî£è Þ™¬ô. èŸø™ Åö™ å¼ 

è†ì£òŠð´ˆîŠð†ì Åöô£è ñ£Põ¼A¡ø¶.  

Ýì¬ô»‹ ð£ì¬ô»‹ ï£‹ ð£ìˆ¶ì¡ 

Þ¬íˆ¶ Üõ˜èÀ‚è£ù èŸø™ Åö¬ô 

à¼õ£‚°‹ ªð£¿¶ Ü¬î ÞQ¬ñò£è¾‹ 

ñA›„Cò£è¾‹ ñ£Ÿøº®»‹. 

  ðJŸÁï˜èœ «ðCòMî‹ è¬ô è™MJ¡ 

«î¬õ¬ò Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ àíó¬õˆî¶. Þî¡ 

ªî£ì˜„Cò£è ï£ƒèœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ å¼ âOò 

Ü¬êM¡ Íô‹ âƒè¬÷ ÜPºèŠð´ˆF‚ 

ªè£‡«ì£‹. Þ‰î Ü¬êM™ ã«îÂ‹ ï£¡° 

Ü¬ê¾è¬÷ˆ «î˜‰ªî´ˆ¶ Ü¬î å¼ 

ñ.ÜI˜î ªè÷K
Þó£.ó£«üw 

èŸHˆîL™ Ýì™ ð£ìL¡ ÜõCò‹
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º¿ õ®õñ£‚è„ ªê£¡ù£˜. ÝCKòó£Aò 

ï£ƒèœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ïìù Ü¬ê¾è¬÷‚ 

èŸð¶ è®ù‹ â¡Á G¬ùˆ«î£‹. Ü¬î 

Iè  âO¬ñò£ù õNJ™ ðJŸÁï˜èœ 

âƒè¬÷„ ªêŒò ¬õˆîù˜. âƒèOìI¼‰¶ 

ïìù Ü¬ê¾è¬÷Š ªðŸÁ Üî¬ù å¼ 

«è£˜¬õò£è„ ªêŒî Mî‹ Ü¼¬ñ. 

 ïìù Ü¬ê¾èœ â¡ð¶ âƒA¼‰«î£ 

õ¼õF™¬ô; Þ¬õ ÞòŸ¬èJL¼‰¶‹ ï£‹ 

Ü¡ø£ì‹ ªêŒ»‹ ªêò™èOL¼‰¶‹ (ï£‹ 

«õ¬ô ªêŒ»‹ «ð£¶, °Q‰¶ GI¼‹ «ð£¶, 

ïì‚°‹ «ð£¶....) õ¼A¡øù â¡Á Üõ˜èœ 

ÃPò ªð£¿¶ Hó‹IŠð£è Þ¼‰î¶. Þ¬î 

Üõ˜ å¼ ïìùˆF¡ õ£Jô£è (ÝŠHK‚è 

ÜÁõ¬ì ïìù‹) âƒèÀ‚°Š ¹Kò¬õˆî£˜.  

å¼ àöõ¡ Gôˆ¬îˆ «î£‡´õFL¼‰¶, 

M¬î M¬îŠð¶, Í´õ¶, ÅKò åO 

M¬îJ¡ «ñ™ M¿õ¶, ñ¬ö ªð£Nõ¶, 

Ü‰î ñ¬öˆ¶O M¬îˆî M¬îJ¡ «ñ™ 

M¿õ¶ H¡ M¬î º¬÷ˆ¶„ ªê®ò£è 

õ÷¼‹ õ¬ó àœ÷ Ü¬ùˆ¶ Gè›¾è¬÷»‹ 

å¼ CÁ Ýì™ ð£ì™ Íô‹ Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ 

ß´ð´ˆF àíó¬õˆî£˜. Þî¡ åšªõ£¼ 

ð°F¬ò»‹ ïìù Ü¬êM¡ Íô‹ ªêŒò 

¬õˆî£˜. ð£ì™ õKèœ ¹KòM™¬ô. 

Ýù£™ ïìù Ü¬ê¾èœ Ü¬ùˆ¬î»‹ 

¹Kò¬õˆî¶. ªð£¿¶«ð£‚° Ü‹êˆ¶ì¡ 

ï£‹ ð£ìƒè¬÷»‹ èŸÁ‚ ªè£´‚è º®»‹ 

âù‚ ÃPù£˜. â.è£ Þ‰î ïìùˆF¡ Íô‹ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ï£‹ å¼ î£õóˆF¡ õ£›‚¬è 

²öŸC¬ò àíó ¬õ‚è º®»‹. ÞšõNJ™ 

èŸø™ èŸHˆî™ Gè¿‹«ð£¶ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° 

èŸøL¡ e¶ æ˜ ß˜Š¹‹ èŸø¬õ ñùF™ îƒ°‹ 

ð®»‹ ªêŒò º®»‹. Þ¬îŠ«ð£™, ð†ì£‹ 

Ì„CJ¡ õ£›‚¬è¬ò»‹, è£‰îMòL¡ 

¸µ‚èƒè¬÷»‹, àó£ŒîL¡ ÜõCòˆ¬î»‹, 

ªñ£NÃÁè¬÷»‹ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° Ýì™ 

ð£ì™ Íô‹ âO¬ñò£è‚ èŸH‚è º®»‹ 

âù„ ªêŒ¶ è£†®ù˜.

  ðJŸCŠ ð†ì¬øJ¡ º‚Aò„ 

ªêò™ð£ì£è,  âšõ£Á Ýì™ ð£ì¬ô 

ï£ƒèœ èŸH‚°‹ õ°ŠHŸ° â´ˆ¶„ ªê™ô 

º®»‹ â¡ð¬î„ C‰Fˆ«î£‹. Ü¬ùõ¼‹ 

°¿‚è÷£èŠ HK‚èŠð†´ Ü‰î‰î‚ °¿‚è«÷ 

ð£ìƒè¬÷ˆ «î˜¾ ªêŒ¶ ÜîŸè£ù ïìù 

Ü¬ê¾ ñŸÁ‹ ð£ì™è¬÷ˆ îò£˜ ªêŒ«î£‹. 

å¼ °¿ 10 GIìˆF«ô«ò ð£ì¬ôˆ 

«î˜‰ªî´ˆ¶ ÜîŸè£ù ïìù Ü¬ê¾è¬÷Š 

ðJŸC ªêŒò Ýó‹Hˆî¶. å¼ °¿ CBSE 1 

Ý‹ õ°ŠH™ àœ÷ spider man -ð£ì¬ô ïìù 

Ü¬ê¾èÀì¡ Gè›ˆFò¶. ªð‡ è™MJ¡ 

ÜõCòˆ¬î àí˜ˆ¶‹ Mîñ£ù ð£ì¬ô»‹ 

ÜîÂì¡ °‹I ïìùˆ¬î»‹ Þ¬ùˆ¶ 

ñŸªø£¼ °¿ Gè›ˆFò¶. ñŸªø£¼ °¿ 
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è£´è¬÷ ñÁà¼õ£‚°‹ ªêŒ»‹ è¼ˆ¬î 

º¡Q¼ˆF å¼ Gè›¬õ Gè›ˆFò¶. Þ«î 

«ð£™ Ü¬ùˆ¶ °¿Mù¼‹ î£ƒèœ ðJŸC 

ªêŒî¬î Ü¬ùõK¡ º¡Â‹ Gè›ˆFù˜.

  Þ‰Gè›¾èœ ðJŸCŠ ð†ì¬øJ¡ 

º‚Aò Gè›õ£è Þ¼‰î¶. ï£‹ âšõ£Á 

Ýì™ ð£ì¬ô ï‹ õ°ŠHÂœ â´ˆ¶„ 

ªê™ôŠ «ð£A«ø£‹ â¡ðîŸ° Þ‰Gè›¾ å¼ 

º¡«ù£®ò£è Þ¼‰î¶. ï£ƒèœ èŸø Ýì™ 

ð£ì¬ô õ°Šð¬ø‚°œ â´ˆ¶„ ªê™ôˆ 

ªî£ìƒA»œ«÷£‹. ÞQõ¼‹ è£ôƒèO™ 

âƒèœ õ°Šð¬ø«ò£´ Þ‰î Ýì½‹ ð£ì½‹ 

ªî£ì˜‰¶ ðòE‚°‹.

Þó£.ó£«üw, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, Cõó£‰îè‹«ð†

ñ. ÜI˜î ªè÷K, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, Íô°÷‹
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ÝQJ¡ õ£›‚¬è»‹ ¹¶¬õ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‹

ï™. è¼í£GF

 ÝQJ¡ (Ý¡ çHó£ƒ‚) õ£›‚¬è¬ò 

Ü®Šð¬ìò£è‚ ªè£‡ì è‡è£†C 

¹¶„«êKJ½œ÷ Üó²ŠðœO ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚è£è   

ï¬ìªðŸø¶. M«õè£ù‰î£ «ñ™G¬ôŠðœO 

M™LòÛ˜, Üó² ªî£N™ ¸†ðŠ ðœO 

Þô£v«ð†¬ì ñŸÁ‹ ï«õ£îò£ ðœO 

è£ô£Š«ð†¬ì ÝAò ÞìƒèO™ ï¬ìªðŸø¶. 

Ý‹vªì˜ì£‹ (Amsterdam) ïèK™ àœ÷ 

ÝQJ¡ Ü¼ƒè£†CòèˆFL¼‰¶ ðòí‚ 

è‡è£†Cò£è Þ‰Fò£M½œ÷ Yè™ 

çð¾‡«ìü¡ Íô‹ ¹¶„«êK‚° õ‰î¶.  

è‡è£†C â¡ø åŸ¬ø õ£˜ˆ¬îò£è Ü¶ 

Þ™ô£ñ™ å¼ °PŠH†ì è™M¬òŠ ªð¼‹ 

õ¬èJ™ å¼ƒA¬í‚èŠ ð†®¼‰î¶.

 è‡è£†C¬òŠ ð£˜¬õJ´õîŸ° º¡ 

ï‹I¬ì«ò àœ÷ ð£°ð£´è¬÷Š ¹K‰¶ 

ªè£‡´, «õÁð£´è¬÷Š ¹K‰¶ ñF‚èŠ 

ðö°õîŸè£ù ªêò™õNŠ ðJŸC ÜO‚èŠ 

ð†ì¶. H¡ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°‚ è‡è£†C¬ò  

M÷‚°‹ ªð£ÁŠH™ Üó²ŠðœO ÝCKò˜èœ 

ß´ð†«ì£‹. ÝQJ¡ ÝõíŠðì‹ å¡¬ø 

ñ£íõ˜èœ ð£˜ˆîù˜. ÞÁFò£è ïì‰î 

à¬óò£ìL™ å¼õ˜ ñŸøõ¬ó ñFŠð¶, 

ð£°ð£ìŸø ñùG¬ô¬ò à¼õ£‚°õ¶, 

«õÁð£´è¬÷Š ¹K‰¶ªè£œõ¶, ÜõŸ¬øˆ 

Fù õ£›M™ è¬ìH®Šð¶ «ð£¡ø è¼ˆ¶‚èœ 

Mõ£F‚èŠð†ìù. ñ£íõ˜èÀ‹ ÝCKò˜èÀ‹  

Þ‰î‚ è‡è£†CJ™ ²ñ£˜ Þó‡ì¬ó ñE 

«ïó‹ ªêôõNˆîù˜. ÝQ ¬ìK â¿îˆ 

¶õƒAò õò¶¬ìò 8 Ý‹ õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èœ 

Þ‚è‡è£†CJ™ ðƒªè´ˆîù˜. ÝQJ¡ 

õ£›‚¬è¬ò å†®ò ªû˜ñQJ™ U†ôK¡ 

Ý†C, GøŠð£°ð£´, àôèŠ«ð£˜ âù º‚Aò 

õóô£ŸÁŠ ð£ìñ£è M÷ƒAò¶.

 Þ‚è‡è£†CJ™ ï£¡ èŸø¶‹ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ï£¡ èŸÁ‚ ªè£´ˆî¶ñ£ù  â¡ 

ÜÂðõˆ¬îŠ ðF¾ ªêŒ¶œ«÷¡. ÞîŸ°º¡ 

âù‚° U†ô¬óˆ ªîK»‹ Ýù£™ ÝQ¬òˆ 

ªîKò£¶.  ÝQJ¡ ¬ìK ðŸP õ£Cˆ¶œ«÷¡. 

Ýù£™ Ü¶ ðŸP â‰î‚ è¼ˆ¶‹ âù‚° 
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Þ¼‰îF™¬ô. Þ‰î‚ è‡è£†CJ¡ Íô‹ 

ÝQJ¡ õ£›‚¬è¬ò ¬ñòñ£è‚ ªè£‡´ 

ñQî£Hñ£ùˆ¬î, àôèŠ«ð£K¡ ÜN¾è¬÷, 

ð£°ð´ˆ¶îL¡ ªè£´¬ñ¬ò, ªû˜ñQJ¡ 

ÜóCò¬ôŠ ¹K‰¶ ªè£œ÷º®‰î¶.   ÞŠ¹Kî™ 

âù‚° MòŠð£è«õ Þ¼‰î¶. Ü«î£´ ï‹ 

õ£›‚¬è¬ò Þ¬íˆ¶Šð£˜‚è, Þ¡¬øò 

ÅöL™ I°‰¶ Aì‚°‹ õ¡º¬ø ñŸÁ‹ 

Ü¬ìò£÷ ÜóCò¬ôŠ «ðêº®»‹ â¡ø 

¹Kî¬ô âù‚° ãŸð´ˆFò¶.

 è‡è£†CJ™ ðƒ«èŸø ¹¬èŠðìƒèœ, 

ï£†èœ, â¿ˆ¶‚èœ âù å¼ à‡¬ñˆî¡¬ñ 

G¬ø‰î å¼ ªêò™ð£†®™ â¡¬ù 

ß´ð´ˆF‚ªè£œ÷ º®‰î¶. âù‚° ãŸèù«õ 

ªîK‰î îèõ™èœ, âù‚°Š ðJŸCJ™ A¬ìˆî 

îèõ™èœ ñŸÁ‹ Þ¬îˆªî£ì˜‰¶ ï£¡ 

õ£Cˆî ¹ˆîèƒèœ, ð£˜ˆî CQñ£‚èœ âù 

â¡ ÜÂðõˆ¬î MKõ¬ìò„ªêŒ¶œ÷¶. 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° M÷‚è â¡¬ùˆ 

îò£˜ð´ˆF‚ªè£œ÷™:

 è‡è£†CJ¡ õ®õ¬ñŠ¹  Ü¬î ï£‹ 

M÷‚°õîŸè£ù «ï˜ˆF¬ò‚ ªè£´ˆî¶. 

ÝQ¬òŠðŸP ÜPºèŠ ð´ˆFM†´, 

è£†C¬ò‚è£†® è¬îè¬÷»‹ îèõ™è¬÷»‹ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°„ ªê£™Lò£è «õ‡´‹.  

ÞîŸ°œ Þ¡¬øò Åö¬ô, ï‹ á˜ Gè›¾è¬÷ 

Þ¬í‚èô£‹. ñ£íõ˜èÀì¡ à¬óò£ì™ 

Íôº‹ ªè£‡´ ªê™ôô£‹.

 Þ¬îŠ ¹K‰¶ªè£‡ì ï£¡ è‡è£†C¬ò 

e‡´‹ e‡´‹ ð£˜ˆî™, ÝõíŠðìˆ¬îŠ 

ð£˜ˆî™ ñŸÁ‹ ÝQJ¡ ¬ìK¬ò õ£Cˆî™ 

âù i†´Š ð£ì‹ ªêŒ¶ªè£‡«ì¡. 

 Þ¼‰î«ð£¶‹ ºî™ Þó‡´ °¿‚èÀ‚°‚ 

è£†´‹ ªð£¿¶ âù‚° îò‚èñ£è¾‹, 

ªñ¶õ£è„ ªêò™ð´õ¶ «ð£¡Á‹ Þ¼‰î¶. 

H¡ ²ôðñ£ù¶.

(à.‹) ÝQJ¡ °´‹ð‹ ªû˜ñQJ™ 

õ£›ðõ˜èœ, ÜîŸ°„ ê£¡ø£è î£ˆî£ 

ó£µõˆF™ ðEò£ŸPò, ð£†® ï˜ê£è 

ðEò£ŸPò ¹¬èŠðìƒè¬÷‚  è£†ì 

«õ‡´‹. ‘ªû˜ñ£Qò˜ Ü™ô£îõ˜è¬÷’ â¡Á 

°PŠH´‹ ÞìˆF™ Þ‰Gè›¬õ G¬ù¾‚°‚ 

ªè£‡´õó «õ‡´‹.

- ªû˜ñQ, ªïî˜ô£¡†... ï£´è¬÷ G¬ù¾  

 ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹. 

- 1929-‹ Ý‡´ºî™ 1945 õ¬óJô£ù  

 õóô£ŸÁ Gè›¾è¬÷ õ¼ìƒè¬÷‚  

 °PŠH†ì£è «õ‡´‹.

ÝQJ¡ õ£›‚¬è¬ò»‹  U†ôK¡ 

ÜóCò¬ô»‹ Þ¬íˆ¶‹ «õÁð´ˆF»‹ 

°PŠHì «õ‡´‹.

 Þ¶ «ð£¡Á ñùFŸ°œ å¼ ðF¬õ 

à¼õ£‚A‚ ªè£‡ìHø°, Þš«õ¬ô âù‚°„ 

²ôðñ£è ñ£Pò¶.

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ãŸð†ì î£‚è‹:

 ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° õ¼‹ «èœMèœ Cô 

«ïóƒèO™ ¹¶¬ñò£è Þ¼‰î¶. °PŠð£è Ý‡ 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° U†ô˜ º¡ñ£FKò£è¾‹ 

õ¡º¬ø êKò£ù¶î£«ù â¡ø àí˜¾ìÂ«ñ 

Þ¼Šð¬îŠ ð£˜‚è º®‰î¶. Üõ˜èÀ‚° 

ñQî£Hñ£ùˆ¬î„ ªê£™ðõó£è eŠ ov 

Þ¼‰î£½‹ Ü¶ Ý‡°ö‰¬îèÀ‚° ß˜Šð£è 

Þ™¬ô. Ü«î£´, ð¶ƒ°‹ õ£›‚¬è¬ò 

ãŸÁ‚ªè£œõ¶ Ý‡°ö‰¬îèÀ‚°‚ 

è®ùñ£è Þ¼‰î¬îŠ ð£˜ˆ«î¡.

 ªð‡èÀ‚° ñA›„Cò£ùî£è¾‹ îƒè¬÷ 

Ü¬ìò£÷Šð´ˆF‚ ªè£œ÷ º®õî£è¾‹ 

Þ¼‰î¶. ã«î£ å¼õ¬èJ™ ªð‡èÀ‚è£è 
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õ®õ¬ñ‚èŠð†ì¶ «ð£¡ø Ü‰G«ò£¡òˆ¬î 

ªð‡ ñ£íõ˜èœ àí˜‰îù˜.

 ñ£íõ˜èœ ¹¬èŠðìƒè¬÷ àŸÁŠ 

ð£˜Šð¶, «îFè¬÷Š ð£˜ˆ¶Š ð®Šð¶ 

«ð£¡øõŸ¬ø Ý˜õºì¡ ªêŒîù˜..

 è‡è£†C¬ò ð£˜¬õJì õ¼õîŸ°º¡«ð 

Üõ˜èÀ‚°„ Cô Müòƒèœ ÜPºèŠð´ˆîŠ 

ð†®¼‰îî£™, M÷‚°õ¶ ²ôðñ£è¾‹ 

Þ¼‰î¶.

 ªñ£ˆîˆF™ ñ£íõ˜èœ å¼ õóô£Ÿ¬ø, 

à‡¬ñ Gè›¬õ, õ¡º¬øJ¡ M¬÷¾è¬÷ 

àŸÁŠð£˜ˆ¶ ñQî£Hñ£ùˆ¬î‚ 

èŸÁ‚ªè£œ÷ å¼ õ£ŒŠð£è«õ Þ‚è‡è£†C 

Ü¬ñ‰îî£è ï£¡ è¼¶A«ø¡. ð£°ð£´èœ 

ðóM‚ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ Þš«õ¬÷J™ 

ñQî£Hñ£ùˆ¬î‚ èŸÁ‚ªè£´‚°‹ õ£ŒŠ¹ 

âù‚°‚ A¬ìˆî¬îŠ ªð¼ ñA›„Cò£è 

àí˜A«ø¡. Üó²ŠðœO ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°‚ 

A¬ìˆî ÜKî£ù õ£ŒŠ¹ Þ¶. 

ï™. è¼í£GF, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² ªî£ì‚èŠ ðœO, ã‹ðô‹
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  Ý¡ çHó£ƒ‚ è‡è£†C‚° â¡¬ù 

Ü¬öˆî  «ð£¶  êKˆFó‹ ªî£ì˜ð£ù å¼ 

Gè›¾ â¡«ø â‡EJ¼‰«î¡.“õóô£Ÿ¬ø 

å¼ º¬ø F¼‹HŠ ð£˜ˆî™” â¡ø â¡ 

â‡íˆ«î£´ ªê¡«ø¡. Ýù£™ “õóô£ŸP™ 

Þ¼‰¶ ï£‹ èŸø¶ â¡ù?” â¡Aø F¬ê‚° 

â¡¬ùˆ F¼ŠHò¶ è‡è£†C.

  Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ÜP‰î ð¬öò Gè›¾è¬÷ 

e†ªì´ˆ¶Š ð£˜‚¬èJ™  ð¬öò G¬ô 

e‡´‹ F¼‹H‚  ªè£‡®¼‚Aø«î£ âÂ‹ 

Ü„êˆ¬î ãŸð´ˆFò¶. Þ‰î‚ è‡è£†C 

Þ¡¬øò Åö¬ô àŸÁŠ ð£˜‚è õNõ°ˆî¶. 

ï£‹ ðö¬ñJL¼‰¶ ð£ì‹  èŸè‚ îõP 

M†«ì£«ñ£? ï‹ êÍè ñ£Ÿøƒèœ ðòE‚°‹ 

F¬ê êKò£ù¬õ î£ù£? ï‹ Ü´ˆî 

ê‰îFJù¼‚° Þ„êÍè ñ£Ÿøƒèœ ãŸð´ˆ¶‹  

ôLî£ HKòî˜SQ 

M¬÷¾èœ ãŸ¹¬ìò¬õò£? ïiù‹ â¡ø 

ªðòK™ ï£‹ ãŸð´ˆ¶‹ Þ„êÍè‚ è†ì¬ñŠ¹ 

ï‹ Hœ¬÷èœ õ£ö ãŸ¹¬ìò¬õò£? 

ð£¶è£Š¹¬ìò¬õò£? «ð£¡ø ðô Mù£‚èœ 

â¿‹Hù..

  êÍè ñ£ŸøƒèO™ ï£‹ ÜƒWèK‚è 

«õ‡®ò¬õ, âF˜‚è «õ‡®ò¬õ, 

ð£˜¬õò£÷ó£è ªñ÷ù‹ ê£F‚è‚ Ãì£î¬õ 

âù Ü¬ùˆ¶ «è£íƒèO½‹ C‰F‚è ¬õˆî 

Cø‰î ÜÂðõñ£è Þ¼‰î¶ Ü‚è‡è£†C. 

°PŠð£è ï£º‹ ï‹ êÍè„Åö½‹ H¡«ù£‚A„ 

ªê™õ¬î àŸÁ «ï£‚èº®‰î¶. õœ÷ô£˜, 

ªðKò£˜ «ð£¡ø ð°ˆîPõ£÷˜è÷£™ Y˜F¼ˆî‹ 

ãŸð†ì ï‹ êÍèˆFL«ò e‡´‹ î¬ôÉ‚èˆ 

¶õƒAJ¼‚A¡øù ê£FòŠ H÷¾èœ, ñî 

Ü¬ìò£÷ƒèœ, ªð‡í®¬ñ Mûòƒèœ 

ï‹H‚¬è M¬î M¬îˆî è‡è£†C
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ÜFèKŠð¬îŠ ð£˜‚è ã¶õ£è Þ¼‰î¶. 

ð°ˆîP¾‚° ðö‚èŠð†ì ÞìˆF«ô«ò 

ÞŠð®ªò¡ø£™ ñŸø ÞìƒèO™ G¬ô¬ñ 

âŠð®«ò£? îQ ñQî Ýó£î¬ùè¬÷»‹, 

î¬ôõ¡ â¶ ªêŒî£½‹ êKªòù ãŸ°‹ 

ñùŠð£ƒ¬è»‹ î£¡ ï‹  è™M º¬øJ™ ï£‹ 

ðKê£èŠ ªðŸ«ø£ñ£?

  ñ£íõ˜èOì‹  è‡è£†CJ¡ ðìƒè¬÷‚ 

ªè£‡´ «ñŸªè£‡ì à¬óò£ì™èœ  â¡Âœ 

â¿‰î ñù ê…êôƒè¬÷‚ °¬øˆîù. 

Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ ãŸ¹¬ìò  êÍè è†ì¬ñŠ¬ð 

ñ£ŸPò¬ñ‚è, ð£°ð£ìŸø êÍèˆ¬î  ãŸð´ˆî 

Üõ˜èœ  ¶¬í GŸð˜  â¡ø ï‹H‚¬è 

Hø‰î¶.

  ªð£¼÷£î£ó i›„C, ÜóCò™ 

ªè£œ¬èèœ, ÞùŠ ð£°ð£´èœ,õ¬î 

ºè£‹èœ «ð£¡ø¬õŸ¬ø Üõ˜èœ õò¶‚°„ 

êŸÁ Ã´îô£è, ¹K‰¶ªè£œ÷‚ è®ùñ£ù 

îèõ™èœ â¡«ø ï£¡ â‡EJ¼‰«î¡. 

Ýù£™ ñ£íõ˜è«÷£ Üî¬ù ÝQJ¡ 

õ£›M™ ªð£¼ˆFŠ  ð£˜ˆ¶Š ¹K‰¶ 

ªè£‡ì«î£´ ñ†´I¡P îŸ«ð£¬îò 

G¬ôJ¬ù»‹  åŠH†´Š ð£˜ˆîù˜. 

d†ìK¡ àø¬õ ñ£íõ˜èœ Üõ˜èÀ‚°Kò 

Þò™«ð£´ âF˜ªè£‡ì¶. ÝQJ¡ 

ÜŠð£¬õŠ ð£˜‰¶ Mò‰î¶, Cô ÞìƒèO™ 

õ¬î ºè£‹, ÝQJ¡ ñ¬ø‰¶ õ£›‰î i´… 

âù °PŠH†´„ ªê£™ôô£‹. MˆFò£êñ£ù 

ñ£íõ Þò™¹è¬÷»‹ âF˜ªè£œ÷ º®‰î¶. 

áùºŸøõ˜è¬÷‚ ªè£™õ¶ êKî£«ù? 

U†ô˜ ðôê£Lî£«ù «ð£¡ø «èœMèÀ‚°Š 

ðF™ ªê£™½õ¶ êõ£ô£è Þ¼‰î¶. Ýù£™ 

ªð£¶õ£è Ü¬ùˆ¶ îóŠ¹ ñ£íõ˜èÀ«ñ ÞùŠ 

ð£°ð£´, ñ£ŸÁ Føù£Oè¬÷ˆ ¶¡¹Áˆ¶î™ 

«ð£¡ø¬õ îõªø¡«ø àí˜‰F¼‚A¡øù˜.

  õ°Šð¬øJ™ â¡ ð£ìˆ¬î‚ 

¬èò£ÀõîŸè£ù ðô ¸†ðƒè¬÷ õöƒAò¶. 

°PŠHì å¼ è¼ˆ¬î M÷‚è‚ è£†C, 

à¬óò£ì™, àî£óíƒèœ âù Mî‹ Mîñ£ù 

¸†ðƒè¬÷ «ò£C‚èº®»‹.  âF˜è£ô 

ï‹H‚¬è M¬îè¬÷ ñ£íõ˜ ñùF™ 

è‡ì G¬ø¾ â¡Âœ ãŸð†ì¶. Þšõ£ŒŠ¹ 

è™M‚è£è Þ¡Â‹ â¡¬ù„ ªê¿¬ñŠ 

ð´ˆF‚ªè£œ÷ àîMò¶.

Ü. ôLî£ ŠKòî˜ûQ, ªî£.ð.Ý, Üó² àò˜G¬ôŠ ðœO, õK„C°®






